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Parking ordinance changes, students effected
By Adam Wise
' TIIE POINTER
: AWISE955@UWSP.EDU

A local city ordinance has
changed that has the chance
of significantly effecting UWSP students.
The Stevens Point City
I Council voted on Sept. 19 to
change several facets of the
city's parking ordinance.
Among the amendments
that were initiated was an
' increase in all parking citations and a change to the city's
overnight parking ordinance.
Previously, cars could
park on city streets for up to
a half hour between the hours
of 2:30 a.m. and 6 a.m. Now,
no vehicle will be allowed to
park on city streets between
those hours without permission from the Stevens Point
Police Department.
Chris Robinson, the fifth

district alderperson for the
city and recent graduate of
UW-SP, believes these changes were meant to target the
student body.
"I think this is a direct
assault on college students,"
he said.
Robinson offered an
example that would have
worked under the previous
overnight parking ordinance,
but now is no longer legal.
He said that if a person
offered to be a designated
driver for other intoxicated friends, once the driver
returned the passengers
to their places of residence,
parked on the side of the
road and helped them to their
houses, the driver would now
be subject to a citation. Before,
they would have had 30 minutes of lee-way time.
Jerry Moore, the 11th dis-

trict alderperson
for the
city,
disagreed
with

Super heroes and super
villains invade ·Stevens Point
By Adam Eader

I had a. lot of feedback on the Spiderman float
from the conununity. Many of the kids liked
Every year around Homecoming Stevens that one," she said. "The Alumni Marching
Point flourishes with spirit and masses of Band even did their own special song for the
people and 2005 was no different.
judges. I thought they were a crowd pleaser
This year's Homecoming parade took and really sparked the excitement for what
place Saturday with the theme being "Super Homecoming is all about."
Heroes and Super Villians."
Parade conoisseur and UW-SP sophomore
It was a perfect autumn day with tem- Tina Schuett loved the Scooby Doo float.
peratures in the 50s and 60s and few cumulus
"It reminded me of watching .the Scooby
Doo cartoon on television when I was youngclouds surrounded by a brilliant blue sky.
Packed with over 30 creatively decorated er," she said.
floats and the UW-SP alumni marching band.
Schuett also enjoyed the festivities offered
the Homecoming parade made its presence at the Old Main buildiD.g.
"There was music, games for kids and
known as it rallied through the streets of
Stevens Point.
food," she said. "I think most people from the
2005 Homecoming Chair Elizabeth Ford parade went to Old Main afterwards."
was pleased with the results.
Ford believes the parade still has room for
"(I) really liked all the organization's floats. improvement.
"More floats and
help from the community
would make the parade
more of a success," she
said. "This parade is not
just for the students or
for our campus. Many
people around the community come to view it. I
hope for more participation from the conununity
in the future."
Ford said her most
memorable moment of
· the parade was while
watching from atop the
Berg G)Ullnasium.
"It was a good but
weird feeling knowing
that something you dedicated so much time to
was over. I think seeing
an event like that run so
smoothly and knowing
you helped make it happen
was the most memoA super hero hands out candy at the Homecoming
rable
feeling I have."
parade.
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Robinson's opinion
on the reasons for
this change.
"This is not
airri:ed at the students," Moore said.
"I supported it
because we have a lot
of parking problems
downtown. A lot of
people were parking
in one place. Instead
l of movihg their vehil de, they were just
accepting their ticket
I because it was such a
cheap price."
Moore said in a
lot of areas parking
tickets were only $4
which some students
would willingly accept
instead of paying to park in
reserved parking lots.
"Unfortunately we can-

I

See Parking, pg. 2

Regents
president
denies
employment
of felons
By Brandi Pettit
NEWS REPORTER

During the past several
months, newspapers throughout the country have reported
that the UW system has kept
incarcerated Professors on the
payroll.
According to Regents
President David Walsh, this
isn't true.
"There are no professors
behind bars and still on the
payroll," he said just hours
before attending a meeting
intended to "speed up the termination process" for faculty
who are convicted of felonies.
Legislators have called for
an audit and have asked the
UW system for specific information regarding how many
employees have been convicted of a felony. At press time,
no answer to this has been
made public.
But Robert Coronado,
Steven Clark, and Lewis Keith
Cohen are all UW- Madison
professors who were convicted
of felonies. All three remained
on the UW payroll after their
convictions.
Robert Coronado was
convicted of child molestation
after sexually abusing three
small girls. But according to
the school, Coronado was

See Regent, pg. 3
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ABC reporter to speak on Campus
Press Release
UNIVERSITY RELATIONS AND
COMMUNICATIONS

A television journalist known for
his ability to explain complex news
in a clear, compelling and entertaining style is corning to the University
of Wisconsin-Stevens Point a& part
of the 2005-06 Series of Signature
Events that mark the opening of the
Noel Fine Arts Center.
"An Evening with Robert
Krulwich" will be held on Thursday,
Oct. 20 at 7 p.m. in the center's
Michelsen Hall, sponsored by the Division of
Communication, the KB
and Lucille Willett Fund
and the Great Artists
Great Speakers Fund. The
presentation is free and
open to the public.
A special correspondent for ABC News and
a frequent confributor to
PBS and National Public
* Radio (NPR), Krulwich
will give the address,
"Why Things Are the
Way They Are," as the
first of two Division of
Communication speakers
this month. In addition, he will discuss his work with comm1.1nication
students while on campus.
Krulwich reports regularly for
"Nightline," "ABC World News
Tonight," "Primetime" and "Good

Morning America." He also serves
as host of "NOVA scienceNOW" on
PBS and can be heard on the NPR
programs "Morning Edition" and
"All Things Considered."
He is a correspondent for the
PBS investigative series, "Frontline,"
for which he won a Dupont Award
for his coverage of campaign finance
in the 1992 presidential campaign,
a national Emmy for his investigation of privacy on the Internet and
a George Polk Award for an investigation on the savings and loan

scandal. His other awards include
four Gainsbrugh Awards from the
Economics Broadcasting Association,
a Champion Award from the Amos
Tuck Business School and PBS' s spe-

cial award for programming excellence. His ABC special on Barbie, a
cultural hist01 y of the world famous
doll, also won a national Emmy.
Before joining ABC in 1994,
Krulwich appeared regularly on
"CBS This Morning," "48 Hours"
and "CBS Nightwatch with Charlie
Rose." During the first Gulf War,
he co-anchored the CBS program
"America Tonight" and from 1978 to
1988 he was a business and economics correspondent for NPR. Prior to
that he was the Washington bureau
chief for Rolling Stone
magazine and covered
the Watergate hearings
for Pacifica Radio.
Krulwich has been
called" the most inventive network reporter
in television" by TV
Guide magazine, "the
man who makes the
dismal science swing,"
by the Washington
Journalism Review
and "the man who
simplifies
without
being simple" by New
York Magazine.
Krulwich received
a bachelor's degree
from Oberlin College and a juris doctorate from Columbia Law School.
He and his wife, Tamar Lewin, a
national reporter for the New York
Times, have h,vo children.

Regent, from pg 1
never on paid leave after his conviction.
Rather, he was "required to exhaust previously accrued vacation."
Wisconsin
Representative
Louis
Molepske doesn't buy it.
"It's appropriate that (the legislation)
has asked for an audit. The taxpayers should
expect that if someone is in prison, they
should not be collecting a salary."
Paying criminals is only part of the
problem. Legislators can appropriate state
funding for universities, but it's difficult for
them to dictate how those dollars are spent.
Since the early '90s, audits have revealed
the UW system offering fewer courses and
faculty carrying lighter course loads than it
claimed, another showed that the system
claimed less administrators than it truly
had, and also revealed $700 a month car
stipends for university administrators.
This has fueled the strain between the
Legislature and the UW system recently.
"We haven't been able to accomplish a
constructive dialogue," Walsh said. "I hope
that changes soon."
Adding to the tension is the constant
budget constraints. University leaders have
raised tuition over 50 percent in the past five
years to offset reductions in state spending.
The problem, according to former university lobbyist David Olien, is that since
2003, Governor Doyle has been able to
replace half the Board of Regents with fresh
blood.
In 2002, when the Legislature proposed
budget cuts, the old regents reacted strongly
by suspending undergrad admissions. In
2003, when the governor proposed even
deeper cuts, the new Board made no such
move to protect the budget.
The newer members of
the Board "don't understand
that their role is not to protect
the Governor, it was to protect
the students," Olien said.

Parking, from pg 1

COST: SEMESTERS $6450 - 6750 -- SUMMER $4900 (8 weeh)
to $5900 (10 weeh) This includes: Tuition,
Airfare, Room and Board, Placement, Health Insurance, Etc.
SEMESTER I OR II -- CREDITS: 12 UWSP credits in
For advising and app ication see:
Arts Management 480 (12 credits)
Dr. Ci,erry McKenna, 324 CAC, 346-4920
Communication 485: (12 credits)**
Dr. Richard llbba, 219 CAC, 346-3409
Health Promotion/Wellness 450 (12 credits)
Dr. Marty Loy, 101 CPS, 346-2830
Interior Architecture 394/395 (12 Credits)
Prof. Jane Kangas, 338 CPS, 346-4083
SEMESTER I ONLY -- CREDITS: Six credits plus six credits of selected UWSP Semester in Britain classes
English 498
Dr. Marb Balhorn 441 CCC, 346-4335
Political Science 455
Dr. Ed Miller, 476 CCC, 346-3130
Sociology 492
Dr. E. Woody Bishop, CCC 448, 346-4560
Business 496/498 *
Dr. Ci,ary Mullins, 477 CCC, 346-2728
* Seven credits plus five credits of selected UWSP Semester in Britain classes 3
credits as business electives (BUS 496) and 4 credits of UWSP general electives (BUS 498).

------------------------------------------------------- ... -· ..... -------------Apply now!!!! Apply now!!!! Apply now!!!!

Add an international co111ponent to your resu111e in THE 111ost i111pressive way - live it!

-----------------------......----------------------------------------------------------------

IN THE FALL STUDENTS ARE ELICi,IBLE TO PARTICIPATE IN THE SEMESTER IN BRITAIN\ CONTINENTAL TOUR;
THIS IS A PRE-LONDON-TWO-to-THREE-WEEK-TRIP (FOR ONE CREDIT) AND INCLUDES STOPS IN PLACES
LIKE PARIS, MUNICH, FLORENCE, SALZBURCi,, ETC. PLEASE CONTACT INTERNATIONAL PROCi,RAMS FOR
DETAILS. WE CANNOT Ci,UARANTEE ROOM IN THE SPRINCi, FOR THIS TOUR.

Sponsored by:

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS* UW-STEVENS POINT, Room 108 Collins Classroom Center
2100 Main Street, Stevens Point, WI 54481, U.S.A. , TEL: (715) 346-2717 FAX: (715) 346-3591

intlprog@uwsp.edu -- www.uwsp.edu/studyabroad

make an ordinance that
covers the downtown area and
not the university campus,"
Moore pid. "Hopefully it will
encourage (the · students) to
use the city bus."
People that need to use
city streets for overnight parking may call the Stevens Point
Police Department at 346-1500
ext. 2 to request permission.
The caller must be ready
to release information including the make of their vehicle,
license plate number, location wltere the vehicle will be
parked, and an active phone
number of the owner or operator for contact to be made in
the event of an emergency or
road maintenance.
Examples of some reasons for requests that could
be grated are: guests-from out
of town, cars unable to start,
driveway or home repairs, or
other similar reasons.
The other addition to the
parking ordinance is the ability for the Stevens Point Police
Department to place a boot
on tires of cars parked on the
street that have three or more
citations of which all are more
than 60 days past due.

http://www.uwsp.edu/stuorg/pointer
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GEM 'Critical
Issues' series
launches second
season at UW-SP
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Press Release
U NIVERSITY R ELATIONS AND
COMMUN ICATIONS

The acclaimed GEM
Critical Issues International
Seminar series begins its second season on the UW-SP
campus on Tuesday, Oct. 18
when longtime Wisconsinbased Native American educator and environmentalist
Joe Rose discusses "Native
American Spirituality and
Sustainability."
Rose, associate professor and director of Native
American Studies atNorthland
College in Ashland, Wis., is a
member of the Bad River band
of the Lake Superior tribe of
Chippewa (Ojibwe) nation.
He is the first of six speakers scheduled to address the
2005-06 Critical Issues theme
"Indigenous Knowledge for
Sustainable Development."
All seminars are free and
open to the public. Each seminar is scheduled for 7 p.m. in
the Melvin R. Laird Room,
Dreyfus University Center. The
series is hosted by the Global
Environmental Management
Education Center (GEM), a
center within the College of
Natural Resources (CNR) on
the UW-SP campus.
Speakers have been invited from Native American and
other indigenous cultures
overseas. They will discuss
sustainability from the perspective of indigenous cultures' traditional knowledge,
spirituality, community and
health.
Native cultures have in
many cases existed for centuries in a sustainable manner
that preserves the resources on which they depend.
Indigenous knowledge may
help modern societies grapple
with challenges of shrinking resources and increasing
strain on the environment.
Rose is deeply involved

in the traditional way of life.
He is a champion competition Indian dancer and is lead
singer and drummer on traditional Native American songs.
His traditional activities
include hunting, fishing, wild
rice harvesting, making maple
sugar, constructing wigwams,
tanning hides, building birch
bark canoes and participating
in Native American religious
ceremonies .
Waverly
Beach
Campground, which Rose
owns, is the site of a traditional roundhouse on the Bad
River Indian Reservation, a
place where individuals and
groups engage in traditional
Native American ceremonies,
outdoor activities and teaching.
During the 2004-05 academic year, the Critical Issues
series focused on Global
Security. Six speakers from
Kenya, Mexico, Peru, South
Africa, China and Australia
redefined global security in
environmental terms .
The series drew enthusiastic audiences and in one case
led to a special course offering
by GEM. Geoff Lawton, an
Australia-based expert on permaculture, spoke in Stevens
Point in May. He returns
to Stevens Point to teach a
GEM two-week course on
Permaculture Design, Nov. 28
- Dec. 9. Lawton and his wife
Nadia Abu Yahia, also a certified permaculture instructor,
will cover permaculture theory and design principles and
more than a dozen specific
aspects of sustainable living
including soil rehabilitation,
water management and energy-efficient housing.
For more information
contact Ron Tschida, GEM
communications coordinator,
(715) 346-4266, Ron.Tschida@
uwsp.edu.

Neale Hall
October 7, 2005 11:02 a.m.
Type: THEff
Theft of a bike reported outside Neale Hall.

Baldwin Hall
October 8, 2005 3:11 a.m.
. Type: HIT AND RUN
1

Report of an individual believed to have driven
~ tneir car into another c~ in the circle. Individual
· parked car and fled scene while leaving the
vehicle running.

r Learning Resource Center
: October 8, 2005 10:08 a.m.
~ Type; VERBAL ABtfSE
Report of an individual that came into the
. LRC right ~er opening and started screaming
obscenities at the front desk and as he exited the
. building.

~ealeHall
,;· October 8, 2005 10:44 p.m.

Type: AftENPftD l'IIEff
Report of individu~ trying to steal bikes from
the bike rack between Neale and Hansen halls.

1, NealeHall
;, Oct<>ber 8, 2005 11:16 p.tn.
i Type: IIIEFI

A student who had her bike stolen from a bike

rack located behind Neale Hall earlier reported
that more bikes were missing and damaged on
the same bike rack.
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Students run through the street during parade.
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Letters & Opinion

Your College Survival Guide: Past Sins
Pat "Mithridates" Rothfuss
WITH HELP FROM: THE MISSION
COFFEE HOUSE.

First off, I feel like I would
be doing all of you a disservice
if I didn't mention a movie
you should go see: Serenity.
Learn it. Live it. Love it.
Second,
some
good
news ....

Dear Mr. Rothfuss,
011 behalf of Cornerstone
Press, I'd like to formally congratulate you on the acceptance of your manuscript. Youi'
."Illustrated, Annotated, College
Survival Guide," has been chosen
for publication.
We're excited to see this
collection of your columns reach
the public as a whole. We know
you've been writing the column
for over six years now, so we're
sure there's a lot of your Jans
out there who've never read your
early writing. We're looking forward to working with you, and
having your book available for
sale around Thanksgiving.
Christopher Perkins
Substance Editor
- Cornerstone Press
That's right faithful readers, we are printing a collection of the College Survival
Guides: five years worth,
starting back in '99. We'll be
printing never-before-seen
columns with the book equivalent of deleted scenes and
director commentary.
But wait, there's more!
Brett, my loyal manservant,

using nothing but your wits
and three dollars. As you listed
your daily food-grappling techniques I laughed heartily ... until
you reached your tactics for
Wednesday, when. you recounted
a fake scavenger hunt you conducted in order to scrounge up
food.
At this point, a dim light
bulb sparked in the back of my
brain. I remembered a man in a
black trench coat standing in my
Mr. Pat Rothfuss,
doorway the previous week, askI'd like to remind you of ing for various items, including
a week last semester when. you a paperclip, a purple feather and,
decided to prove to your readers most notably, a box of Mac 'n'
that you could eat for a week Cheese.

will be providing fabulous
illustrations for the entire
book. This book will contain
stories I've only hinted at in
the columns: the truth behind
the jokes of clown sex and
paperboy abuse. What's more,
I have it on good authority
that the book will give you
superpowers, increase your
sexual prowess, and help you
reach nirvana. Guaranteed.

At the time, I was
glad · to sacrifice my
cheesy mac for tl1e good
of the scavenger '1unt,
but as I read in your
column I felt I'd been
cheated and outwitted of
my del1ydrated noodlely
sustenance, and a fiery
indignation welled up
inside of me. Although
you famed my box of
Kraft goodness forever
in your column, quite
frankly, I'd like it back.
Identical box of Mac 'n'
Cheese will do just fine.
I believe they were Blues
Clues shapes.
I'd like to note
that in normal scavenger lzunt situations, I
do not ask for my items
back. However, due to
the extreme circumstances of this hunt, I
am, indeed, revoking my
donation.
Ms. Lacking Mac
(AKA. Ho/~ McKee-Clark)
Professional Coolster

sweet methadone.
You're still young Holly,
to your delicate physiognomy,
eating a box of Mac 'n Cheese
is like injecting a full syringe
of lead paint directly into your
heart. Face it, I ~ook a bullet
for you. A delicious, cheesy
bullet.
Also, if I bought you a
replacement box of Mac, it
would invalidate my whole
three dollar week. I worked
too hard to let that happen.
However, for writing
into the column you get a $10
gift certificate to the Mission
Coffee House, and for using
the word "shenanigans" I'll
throw in another $5. They've
got good food at the Mission:
sandwiches and homemade
soups. And coffee. Delicious,
life-sustaining coffee.
I'll make a limited-time
offer to the rest of you as well.
If you have an amusing Pat
Rothfuss story, send it in to
proth@wsunix.wsu.edu. If it's
funny we'll include it in the
anthology, and I'll give you
free stuff at the Mission. If you
don't have an amusing Pat
Rothfuss story, make one up.
Maybe I'll include it anyway...
Let me repeat: LimitedTime Offer. You have one week
to get the stories in.

I'm sorry to hear that you
feel cheated and outwitted,
Holly. Unfortunately, that's
the usual side effect of someone cheating and outwitting
you. I can't in good conscience
replace your Cheesy Mac.
Was I devious and tricksy?
Absolutely. But I was also very Friday and Saturday feature various.flavors of rock. Mark Little
forthright about not being able
on Friday, and Shattered Red w /
to bring your Mac back.
All Fear Aside, and Snooky on
In short, I cheated you fair
Saturday. Both shows start at 8:00
and square. No do-overs. Rub p.m., are open to all ages, and are
some dirt on it and get back in
$5 at the door. Want more info?
·the game.
Check missioncoffeehouse.com.
Besides Holly, I did you
a favor. That stuff is all full of.
Want some lovely, homeMSG, formaldehyde and carbs. brewed college advice? Just se11d an
e-mail to Pat Rothfuss at proth@
I can take it, but only because
wsunix.wsu.edu. Face it, you want
over the years I've toughened
my body with Shaolin train- coffee, and you need help. Where else
cnn you get both a-t once?
ing, dark magics and sweet,
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Because I said so
Our school's legacy:
philosophy of academia
or philosophy of life?
Liz Bolton
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
POINTER@UWSP.EDU

Sometimes I really question whether taking a fifth
year was really worth it or
not. I've done so much, inside
and outside school; maybe I
should have left and given
someone else the chance. ·
Most of my closest friends
have left, and at times I am
haunted by memories of
past years spent on campus.
Nostalgic to the point of pain,
I still treasure these recollections.
They surface in the most
suprising places. A song, or
even a bottlecap sometimes
spin me into a blizzard of
images.
Other times it can be
an overheard conversation,
words I thought were miµe
alone, but are evidently shared
by most entering college.
I'm no eavesdropper,
but every year it is the same
thing.
Boy-to-boy: "There is no
such thing as free love, man.
You're either paying for dinner
or the movie, or something."
Girl-to-girl: "Why are
boys so dumb?"
Everyone: "So can I use

PointCash, or Food Points??"
Some might find fault with
this. After all, shouldn't we all
think independently? Jiddu
Krishnamurti said, "Thought
is the response of accumulated
memory, and therefore never
free."
While this seems discouraging, at the same time it frees
us to learn from each other.
There are two fundamentally
distinct schools of thought at
this university. There is the
school, obviously, but then
there is the student body.
As obvious as this sounds,
it really reflects our learning
environment, for while we
attend classes, the true, independent school of thought
here is perpetuated by the student body and passed down
generation through generation.
So while it pains me somewhat to hear the slightly na'ive
conversations of younger stu-

dents, partially because of my
own dealings in immaturity, I
am thrilled to my core to have
the not-so-secret understanding that everyone suffers the
same misdeeds in some sense,
and overco)lles to achieve
their own personal freedom
eventually.
In other words, we all
have to grow up sometime.
Good luck. And stop talking so loud in the Brewhaus.
I'm trying to sleep.
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Pointer Poll
Staff Edition
Photos by Holly Sandbo

What was the last thing you had to fish out of the toliet?

your money there will be a referendum, in which you, the
students, will have the oppprtunity to vote and decide
whether or not we should continue with the program.

University Committee:
.Are you an education major? Are you a graduate student? Are you interested in sustainability issues on campus? Then you have found a niche. Student Government
Association (SGA) is looking for those students who
want real experience making decisions that affect every
student on campus and implementing policies. This is
great' for any resume and .firsthand experience fn your
future career.
Adam Wise, New Editor

"Everything I've ever
dropped in the toliet
has always floated."

Liz Bolton, Ed itor in C hief

"My cellphone at the
Friendly Bar. It never
recovered."

Jacob Eggener, Arts Editor

"My dignity."

Check it out:
3 Education majors

1 Graduate student
2 Students for sustainability issues
1 Student for parking appeals (Yes you getto a}?peal
all• those pesky yellow tickets on your windshield day
after day!)

Events:
Safety week and alcohol awareness week, more
information to comenextweek!

Aaron Hull, PointlifeEditor

"A kitten ... he got
what he deserved."

Joel Borski, Managing Editor

"The girl upstairs loves
to watch me paint my toe
nails, but I perfer glitter."

Katilyn Cooper, Page Designer

"My retainer."

The honorary Kyle C::taemer received the Executive
Director of the week, and also was accepted.for the. permanenf Speaker of the Senate, and the Senator. of the
week was David Davila for all his hard workin commit~
tees and being a caqcus chair! Way to,go SENATE!
Want to learnmore about senate? Contact EGA, si;:aex~
ecutives@uwsp.edu
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Faces in the Crowd: Mark Scarborough
Rebecca Buchanan
TIJ E POINTER
RBUCJJ723 @ uwsr.EDU

. Mark Scarborough is not
your average everyday college student. Scarborough, a
journalist for 20 years, is now
attending the University to be
a secondary English teacher.
Scarborough
graduated from the University of
Wisconsin-Whitewater while
also working for the Janesville
Gazette from 1979-1985.
Scarborough hired on as a correspondent for the Edgerton
area and reported on daily
events, where before Edgerton
only received news coverage
if something tragic happened.

photo by Mac Wernicke

Mark Scarborough
Scarborough moved on to
work for the Wisconsin Rapids
Daily Tribune from 1985-2003.
When Gannett bought out the
paper, Scarborough said his
style clashed with Gannett's.

He focused on the community, people, and history.
Scarborough said, "Gannett
cared more about how the
words looked around the shoe
ads in the paper." ~ith that,
Scarborough left the world
of journalism, deadlines, and
interviews and decided to
pursue English Education.
Scarborough is now focusing on finishing college for
the second time and then
hopes to teach somewhere in
Wisconsin. Scarborough said,
"The support of the English
department has been great
and helped me through the
difficult transition of journalism to teaching."

Wang weighs in on the Middle Kingdom
Aaron Hull
THE POINTER
AH ULL I92@ UWSP.EDU

UW-Stevens Point political science professor Jianwei
Wang was the senior consulting editor for a recentlypublished series of books on
China. The History and Culture
of China i~ a 10-volume set
geared toward high school
and elementary students and
covers a wide range of issues
related to China, including history, architecture, art,
economics, and government.
Wang agreed to the project
after Mason Crest Publishing
of Philadelphia approached
him to edit the series and
enlist Chinese-born faculty

phorn

by

M ;w W crni ckc

Professor Jianwei Wang
from American universities to
contribute.
"I thought it was important to promote cultural
understanding," Wang said.
"I think this series is a step in
the right direction."
Two other UW-SP faculty
members, Yan Liao, an assistant professor in the library,
and Jia Lu, a geography and
geology instructor, wrote three
of the volumes.
Wang is a native of
Shanghai and grew up during
China's Cultural Revolution.
Chinese universities were
largely closed from 1966
through 1976, so Wang continued to teach himself after
he graduated from high
school. Six years later, when

UW-SP The Pointer

the universities reopened, he
applied to Fudan University in
Shanghai, one of the nation's
premiere educational institutions. He was admitted, and
earned a B.A. in 1982 and an
M.A. in 1985, both in international politics.
Fudan offered him a
teaching_ position, but Wang
decided instead to attend the
University of Michigan, from
which he received his Ph.D.
in international relations in
1994. He then worked for the
United Nations peace-keeping
operations in Geneva, before
coming to UW-SP in 1995.
Wang is now the Eugene
Katz Letters and Science
Distinguished Professor and
chair of the political science
department. He is also a guest
professor at Fudan University
and Zhongshan University in
Guangzhou.
Wang advises the United
Nations Student Organization,
which tries to see international events from other countries'
perspectives by role-playing
their representatives. He also
advises the Chinese Cultural
Club, and helped start Chinese
Cultural Week and the annual
Chinese lantern festival in
January.
Wangsaid thatheisglad to
see that students are showing
more interest in international
issues, and he is pleased with
the international programs
that are offered, and with foreign language opportunities,
including Chinese.
The University is still not
as internationally-oriented
as he would like, however.
Specifically, he said he would
like to see an international relations major, which he thinks
would broaden a lot of perspectives while also providing
career opportunities.
"Students are practical.
They don't want to stu d y
something totally unrelated to
their lives," said Wang. "It's
important to understand other
cultures, because it helps you

understand your own."
According to Wang, most
Chinese students understand
the United States much better than their American counterparts understand China.
In part, this is because most
Chinese teenagers start learning English in high school,
while only around 24,000
American students in grades
seven through 12 learn
Chinese. Yet Chinese is the
third most-commonly spoken
language in U.S. homes, and
the State Department designates it as a 'critical Ianguage.'
•
"In a sense, the knowledge gap between Americans
and Chinese about each other
is understandable," Wang
writes in his introduction to
The Economy of China. "For
the Chinese, the United States
is the most important foreign country ... As citizens of
the world's sole superpower,
Americans naturally feel less
compelled to learn from 0thers."
Wang thinks this mentality sometimes carries over into
U.S. foreign policy.
"The U.S. applies a double-standard," said Wang.
"It's the idea that, 'We're different because we're good,'
and, 'You can't have nukes,
but we can, because we won't
use them.' It's a problem of
American exceptionalism. The
Chinese tradition, on the other
hand, says, 'If you can't do it
yourself, shut up! Clean your
own mess first."'
Wang agrees, however,
that the U.S. has a role to
play on the world stage. It
is appropriate for the U.S. to
criticize other countries' policies, including China's, he
said, but the U.S. would be
wiser to lead by example than
by force.
"The Founders said
you can persuade, but not
impose," he said, likening this

See Wang, pg. 7

Scarborough is very.
involved on campus and in
the community belonging to
many different clubs that focus
on literacy and poetry. He is
the president of the Psi Beta
Chapter of Sigma Tau Delta,
the English Honors Society.
They have raised money for
Hurricane Katrina and also
taught poetry to economically
challenged adolescents.
In
the
community,
Scarborough is a member
of several clubs including
the Riverwood Round Table
Literary Society and the MidState Poetry Tower in Rudolph.
Scarborough also collects first
edition Modern American
Fiction books, has an extensive autograph collection, and
collects political items such as

buttons, and badges from past
elections. "I have between
3,000-4,000 political pieces,"
said Scarborough.
Scarborough
recently
wrote and published a book
of poetry in 2000. Blackberries
Grown Wild: A Few Handpicked
Poems is a collection of 75100 poems and photos all
composed by Scarborough.
"Nature, people, and day-today happenings inspire me to
write poetry." Right now he
has no plans to write anymore books because his main
goal is to finish school and
start teaching. The journalism
chapter of his life is done, and
he said it's time to open a new
chapter of his life: teaching
English.

From the wire: the latest
low-down from Down Under
Coral Heckert
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS INTERN

Two flights, 15 hours, 21
people and approximately 60
backpacks, suitcases, carry-ons
and purses later, the Australia
group finally arrived in Fiji.
We landed at two in the
morning and went straight
to the hotel to freshen up
and catch a quick nap before
our first full day in Fiji got
underway. Some of us really
did nap, and others stayed up
Jong enough to see the sumise.
Then, it was down to breakfast
and off to Beachcomber Island
for a full day of R&R. The
water was warm, the sun was
hot and the drinks were cold.
The perfect setting for some
quality nap time to counteract
the jetlag. The next day it was
out of Nadi and off to Suva for
our home stays, village stay
and classes.
Once we arrived in Suva,
we went to the University oi
the South Pacific to formally
ask permission to be at USP.
It included a round of kava, a
ceremonial drink, which one
has to personally experience
since explaining it is hard to
do. After the ceremony we
were picked up in groups of
two by someone in our host
families and set off to settle
down for a week in our new
surroundings.
While we were
in Suva, we had a
few days of lectures
on various topics
concerning
Fiji
and many of the
surrounding island
nations, such as
politics,
religion,
and
geography.
The group also did
a service project
though
Habitat
for Humanity. We
went to a build site
where we helped

and others helped nail wood
siding onto the frames that
were already up.
Wealsohadathreeday,two
night village stay just outside
of Suva. It had recently gotten
running water, although not
all the homes were hooked up
yet, and they had a generator
that was turned on from 611 every night. At the village
most of us were in homes
by ourselves although there
were a few people who were
doubled up. We had another
welcome ceremony with more
kava, and then we went to our
homes to put our stuff away
and meet the rest of the family.
Each night there was music
and dancing as well as even
more ka va. It is pretty safe to
say that most of us were kavaed out after the village.
After the village, i,t was
back to our homes in Suva
and time to get packed to go to
Australia. We all have special
souvenirs that will remind
us of our time in Fiji, and
memories that will never go
away. So we say "moce" to Fiji
and are looking forward to
filling everyone in on all the
stories.
If you would like to look
at some pictures or see what
the group has been up to,
just check out our Web site
at:
www.uwspaussie2005.
blogspot.com.

paint some of the
phnm co urte<y lnrqnatio nal Programs
houses with primer Australia program students
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Sick of the same old places? Try the neW" Kristin's

Matt Inda

T11E POINTER
MINDA679@uwsr.Eou

Do you find yourself
driving in circles looking for
a place to eat because you
can't decide on what you are
hungry for? I know I do,
and that's how I came across
Kristin's at Middletown. A
relocated bar and restaurant
now a block from Belts, on
the corner of Division and
Madison, Kristin's has it all
for everyone.
Owner Kristin Mertes prefers to describe it as, "a place
where family, friends and

Wang from pg. 7
to an old Chinese proverb:
'Even the best food, if stuffed
into the mouths of others, is
bitter.' Political freedom is not
the only thing human beings
are concerned with," he said,
insisting on the abstractness
of words like "democracy" for
those who struggle to meet
daily necessities. "For many,
the idea of democracy is still
a luxury."
China was once a major
world power. Six hundred
years ago Emperor Yong Le,
the first of the Ming dynasty,
commissioned Admiral Zheng
He to spread word of Chinese
might by exploring the sur-

·

great food come together," a
slogan she has had · since her
start.
Open now only about a
month and a half, Kristin's has
a menu full of variety. Doors
open at 11 a.m, and appetizers, burgers, hot specialty
sandwiches, w1aps, soups and
salads all account for plentiful
options. The only nuisance I
found, is that the burgers and
sandwiches come with chips,
not french fries, which cost
extra.
Kristin's also has sub
sandwiches and a build -yourown pizza option offered all

day long, and can be delivered. Daily specials through
the week and kid menus add
to the large menu. The kitchen is open until 9:30p.m., but
Mertes said she allows later
orders as of now, until they get
completely settled in.
Running business seven
days a week, the interior has a
nostalgic touch with pictures
of historic Stevens Point on
the walls and in the menus.
Playing mainly 'oldies' background music, the restaurant
includes a three-sided fireplace to add to a calm and
relaxing eating environment.

The bar side, however was
a bit sportier and included a
jukebox headlined with more
classic rock.
Service was excellent, as
was the food. All sorts of magazines were available to read
while waiting for a table or
du.mer.
AskingSeverinGuzzanato,
a UW-SP student, what he
thought of the new restaurant, he simply replied, "I like
squeeze bottles better," referring to the ketchup, in contrast
to the glass.
Prices for the dinners and
lunches are all college student

affordable as well.
And how about this ... no
cash? No problem. Kristin's
accepts "PointCash" from_all
UW-SP students.
If the menu isn't enough
to draw you in, Kristin's at
Middletown has a big projector screen pulled down every
Sunday, along with numerous other T.V. sets, for football
games this fall.
Catering and a banquet
hall are additional services
Kristin's offers to the community.

rounding oceans. After Yong
Le's death, however, China
entered a long period of isolationism from which is has yet
to fully recover.
Wang said that although
China's political structure is
still very authoritarian, and
organized political opposition still struggles for a voice,
the country has essentially
switched from socialism to a
market economy. The switch
has also brought with it many
of the social problems associated with other marketbased economies, including
drug-trafficking, prostitution,
unemployment, and polarized
wealth.
"China still hasn't found

the -right mix," said Wang.
"Just like in the U.S. 100 years
ago, people just follow the
money. [Officials] think that
gradual, incremental change is
best, and that dramatic changes would probably do more
harm than good. They don't
want chaos from too swift a
political transition."
On his last trip to China to
visit his father, however, Wang
was struck by the investment
in education and technology,
and said it was "flourishing"
compared to a few years ago.
"I think the U.S. will be
left behind if it doesn't take
education seriously," he said.
As China's officials are
fond of reiterating, Chinese

foreign policy has historically
been quite peaceful compared
to its European contemporaries, and China is using the
voyages of Zheng He as a focal
point for a renewed Chinese
nationalism that embraces the
idea of being a benevolent
power and reasserts itself as
"The Middle Kingdom."
"Compared to other major
powers in modern history,
the U.S. is probably the most
benign," said Wang. "But why
can't other countries be as
well? Why can't China?"
China's power and influence are steadily growing,
especially in the U.S. China is
now the United States' thirdlargest trade partner and one

of its largest creditors. Wang
thinks it will continue to be
a huge market for American
goods and services, and could
help or hinder American foreign policy in the U.N.
"Even if you were the best
in the past, it doesn't mean
you will be in the future,"
Wang said. "Many people talk
about the 21st century being
the Chinese century or the
Asian century. No one has a
crystal ball. We'll have to wait
and see. But whether you like
it or not, and whether it's as
an enemy or friend, China is
going to emerge as the next
world power."

See Kristin's pg. 19

6pn1~ Tuesday Oct 18

UC room 125
Join. SGA for FREE juice and snacks.
While you,re there, let us kn.o-w -what you like about
campus, -what you don.,t, and -what -we can. do to make
campus life better for YOU!
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, Pointers fall to another ranked opponent on_Hotnecotning
Rob Clint
SPORTS REPORTER

The UW-SP football team
continued its brutal schedule
by facing their fourth ranked
opponent in five contests this
season on Saturday at Goerke
Field. The UW-Whitewater
Warhawks came into the game
ranked eighth in the latest
NCAA Division III polls. The
Pointers had troubles on both
sides of the ball as they lost
their second consecutive game
44-12. The loss also marks
UW-SPs sixth consecutive
homecoming loss. The loss
drops the Pointers to 0-2 in
the conference and 1-4 overall.
Whitewater raised its record
to 5-0 (2-0) on the season.
The Pointers started the
game with the ball and were
able to move down the field
on short rushes and a nice
throw from Brett Borchart to
Jacob Dickert for 22 yards. The
drive stalled on the Warhawks

45 and they were forced to
punt.
The Warhawks took their
first possession at their own
11 yard line and proceeded to
march down the field on the
legs of UW-Ws Jqstin Beaver.
Beaver would finish the game
with 34 carries and 212 yards
rushing. The Warhawks' first
pass of the game (Justin Jacobs)
resulted in a pass interference
call against the Pointers. The
Pointers had an offside penalty later in the same drive
resulting in a first down for
the Warhawks. The Warhawks
scored three plays later to
make the score 7-0 early in the
first quarter. Justin Jacobs led
the Warhawks' passing attack
going 16 of 28 for 316 yards
and one interception.
By the end of the first quarter, the Warhawks were up
14-0 and showed no signs of
slowing down. The first quarter alone saw the Warhawks

Dan Robinson (44) makes a tackle in last Saturday's loss.

put up 231 yards of offense
through an unstoppable running and passing game. The

Men's club soccer heads
down the home stretch
Adam Eader
THE POTNTER

began preparing for their upcoming
Saturday rematch against Eau Claire.
Saturday afternoon's game
The UW-SP Pointers Men's Soccer
against the Blugolds of Eau Claire
Club is more than halfway through
saw temperatures around the 50s and
their season. So far the Pointers have
60s. The air was perfect for a soccer
played La Crosse, Stout, Michigan
game.
Tech, Northern Michigan and Eau
The first half was very evenly
Claire. UW-SP has a record of 2-3-2,
matched between the two as posbut their record doesn't express what
session changed feet equally. About
kind of team they really are.
halfway through the first half, the
So far the Pointers have had two
Blugolds scored against the Pointers
home games and five away games.
and then took the half 1-0.
Their losses have been fairly close in
During the second half the
score, with the win able to go in either
Pointers, led by stopper Geoff Miller,
teams' favor.
stepped up their intensity and physical play but were
unable to · put a
score in.
Pointer outside
left
mid
William "Wallace"
Klabunde had this
to say about the
game. "Eau Claire
was a tough team
and we played
fairly well. Our
team had plenty
of
opportunities to
The UW-SP men's club soccer team
put the ball in but
we just couldn't finish."
During homecoming week, the
Eau Claire did score another
Pointer~ played, at the new Student
point at the end of the second half
Recreational Fields under the lights
winning the game 2-0, but the game
against Stout and won the match
was played very equally throughout.
4-0. With complete control of the
"This was our second game
game in both halves, UW-SP showed
against them this year and our sectheir smooth natural essence as a
ond loss to them. However, we could
soccer club. The Pointers' goals were
have and should have beaten them
scored by captain and forward Kent
both times," Klabunde stated.
Hutchison, on a breakaway by forThe Pointers have three more
ward John Kruse immediately after
games this season. This Friday at 7
he entered the game, forward Lee
p.m. they play Northern Michigan
Keupper and outside left mid Chris
at the new Student Recreation Fields
Vertovec. Control of the field was
under the lights. On Saturday they
obviously in the hands of the Pointers
play Michigan Tech at 2 p.m. On
as they kept possession on Stout's
Saturday, Oct. 22 they have their last
side of the.field for the majority of the
game at home against 1:,a Crosse at 2
game. The game ended in all smiles
p.m.
for Stevens Point and their minds
AEADE08 5@uwsP.EDU

Warhawks finished the game
with 663 total yards on offense.
This was the most yardage

ever given up by a Pointer
football team.
In
comparison, the
Pointers managed only 255
yards on the ground and
through the air. Eric Reible led
the rushing committee with 15
carries for 54. Brett Borchart
went 12 of 25 for 125 yards
with two interceptions.
The Pointers one bright
spot on the day was their
special teams play.
Ryan
Prochnow had four punts land
inside the Warhawks' 20 yard
line and his seven punts averaged 43.6 yards. The Pointer
kick return team had nine
returns for 199 yards. They
put the Pointers in good field
position several times on the
day. Unfortunately, their kicking game was a d°isappointment with a missed field goal
and a missed extra point.
UW-River Falls (2-3, 1-1)
comes to Goerke Field this
weekend in WIAC action.

Brewers are losers no tnore
Matt Inda
THE POINTER
MINDA679@UWSP.EDU

The Beermakers of Milwaukee
have written a new story this season.
It includes the termination of a 12-year
losing streak as well as uncertain celebration with both players and fans
Heading into a three game season
finale against division foe and bottom
dwellers Pittsburgh Pirates in the last
weekend ·of the season, the Brewers
faced ~o options: (A) win one game
and end no worse than 81-81, or (B) win
two and finish with their first winning
season since 1992 - a time where many
of us were still collecting Robin Yount
trading cards. Either way the Crew was
guaranteed to not be losers any longer.
The Brewers won game-one in a
comeback victory. But,· they dropped
the last two games to finish even. This
was disappointing to some who saw
the last seven games of the season as
a gift, having faced two losing clubs.
However, the Bre~ers managed only
a 4-3 reco_rd, which resulted in some
player and fan disappointment with
the inability to break even. But there are
also those who see the 81-81 season as a
big juinp into next year.
The decrease of 13 games in the
loss column for the club was a huge
triumph after ending three of the four
previous seasons with 94 losses, including 106 in 2002.
The 81 wins allowed the Brewers
to attract 2.2 million fans into Miller
Park - the third highest in team history.
From these profits, the club will be able
to raise its payroll to approximately 50
million dollars.
Immediately, eyes turn to first year
owner Mark Attanasio and his payroll
raise to 42 million dollars - though still
considered low in the MLB. The third
year trio of GM Doug Melvin, assistant
GM Gord Ash and Manager Ned Yost
efficiently used that payroll and the
above average farm system to create
the success.
It is expected for the entire defense
to return. Rookie defensive juggernaut
J.J. Hardy had a second halt surge

with the bat and will sit at shortstop
for many years to come. The young
and explosive offensive talent in Rickie
Weeks will need to work on defense -leading the club with 21 errors in only
95 games.
Bill Hall, the once utility infielder,
should move to starter at third after a
breakthrough season. All-Star Carlos
Lee, Geoff Jenkins and Brady Clark
have the outfield secure and Damian
Miller will be behind the plate.
The only question is at;. first base.
Lyle Overbay, their most consistent hit\er the past two years is eligible for
contract arbitration -- he is only making
about $446,000 and deserves more.
The problem occurs with the
Brewers top prospect Prince Fielder,
who would play at first, and has too
much potential to sit another year. It
wouldn't be unlikely for The Crew to
trade Overbay - before spending more
money on him -- for a solid starting
pitcher.
Right-handed ace Ben Sheets was
again solid with a 3.33 ERA despite
injury and a 10-9 record. Lefty Chris
Capuano had 18 wins - a team high
since the late 80s. Doug Davis had a
solid 3.84 ERA and was third in the
National League with 208 strikeouts.
And Torno Okha's future depends on
the clubs decision to search free agent
pitchers, with the now higher payroll.
The Brewers showed that they are a
competitive team and fans and players
are looking for them to take the next
step in 2006 - the playoffs. /
I
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Astros' thrilling win was out of this world
Steve Roeland
SPORTS EDITOR

SROEL90S@uwsr.EDU

Baseball's regular season
is not a sprint, but a marathon.
A team never wins a divisional title or a league pennant
in one week of the season. It
takes weeks and months of
solid play to be successful in
Major League Baseball.
The Houston Astros know
all about the marathon of the
baseball season.
Back in May, most people wrote off the Astros and
believed that they were dead
in the water. They were
15-30 at one point and still
only managed to pull within 11 games of their opponents in the National League
Championship Series, the NL
Central champion St. Louis
Cardinals.
The Astros still went on a
tear in the second half of the
season, earning a berth into the
playoffs via the wild card. The
starting rotation that included
Roger Clemens, Andy Pettitte

*
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and Roy Oswalt was produc.
tive all year for the Astros, but
it was the offense of Morgan
Ensberg which turned around
Houston's season. Ens berg
finished the season batting
.283 with 36 home runs, 101
RBIs and a trip to the All-Star
game.
If getting to the playoffs
didn't seem difficult enough,
the Astros had to face the
Atlanta Braves in the NL
Divisional Series. The Braves
have won 14 consecutive division titles and had eliminated
the Astros in 1997, 1999 and
2001.
Despite facing their
playoff nemesis, the Astros
climbed to a 2-1 lead in the
five-game series. Game four
will go down in history as one
of the greatest playoff games
in MLB lore.
The five-hour, SO-minute
game lasted 18 innings, featured two grand slams and
vaulted the Astros into the
NLCS for the second straight
year.

The Braves were in con.
trol of the game, holding a
6-1 lead in the eighth. The
Astros kicked into comeback
mode in the bottom half of
that inning. Led by a grand
slam from Lance Berkman,
Houston pulled within one
run. The game moved to the
ninth, with the Braves still
leading 6-5.
Atlanta brought in their
closer, Kyle Farnsworth, to
shut down the Astros and
send the series to a fifth game.
Using the never-say-die attitude that the whole Houston
club exhibits, catcher Brad
Ausmus stepped up to the
plate with the bases empty
and two outs. Ausmus delivered a home run to center field
that, by inches, sneaked over
the yellow line on the outfield
wall and the outstretched
glove of Atlanta center fielder
Andruw Jones.
With the score 6-6, the
baseball world settled in for
what would become the Iongest post-season game in MLB

history.
.
The stalemate remained
in place into the 15th imung,
when Astros manager Phil
Garner called for a relief pitcher from the bullpen. This was
not just any reliever - Garner
called for 43-year-old Roger
Clemens.
In Clemens' s first relief
appearance in 21 years, "The
Rocket" held the Braves to
only one hit in three innings
pitched, while striking out
four batters in the process.
Clemens's gutsy performance
led to one of the most dramatic hits in the playoffs.
With one out in the bottom
of the 18th, little-know outfielder Chris Burke stepped in
against Atlanta rookie reliever
Joey Devine. Burke, who hit
all of five home runs in the
regular season, saw a pitch he
liked and took the Astros into
the NLCS with a game-winning round tripper.
Fittingly, Clemens earned
the win in the game.
In the pandemonium of
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2006 USA
SUMMER CAMP

JA'f>A1V
Work and live in Japan as part of the UWSP-USA Summer Camp program.
DATES: The period of stay in Japan will vary from team to team. Departures from the
United States will range from late June to early July. Returning dates will range from mid
to late August.
USA SUMMER CAMP: This is an English language program for Japanese students,
elementary school age through college. During the summer, UWSP counselors take part in
the camp program for approximately 27 days/22 nights. (The general pattern is 5 nights at
camp followed by 4 nights with the host family) There will also be a fiva..c-night counselor
orientation session that will take place at the camp facility upon arrival in Japan.
During the program the students from America will act as camp counselors, working with the
Japanese students on a variety of English language drills and activities. Counselors will also
participate with the Japanese students in recreation activities, meals and variety of social
activities.
COST/COMPENSATION: UWSP students pay ONLY $750-850 to cover costs such as
UWSP tuition and mandatory health/travel insurance. For the counselors selected, we will
Round-trip air transportation from Chicago or Minneapolis
provide for the following:
(Midwest applicants) and Fukuoka, Japan -- Round-trip ground transportation between
arrival city and camp location -- All host family arrangements. (Counselors will not be
required to pay any fee to host families for room and board.) -- Food and lodging during all
assigned days at the camp program -- Transportation expenses between host family's home
and the camp program -- Three UWSP undergraduate credits in International Studies -Overseas health insurance policy for stay in Japan through the UW-System.
Japanese language ability is not required to apply for this program.

Want to know more? Come see us, International Programs, 108 Collins, 346-2717
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the 18-inning contest, the
Astros used 23 of their 25
players. Only starting pitchers
Pettitte and Oswalt didn't see
action in the game. The Braves
were held scoreless for the
final 10 innings of the game
and they left 18 runners on
base.
The Astros have endured a
long regular season comeback,
the longest game in playoff
history and face the best team
in the NL in the series that
determines the league's participant in the World Series.
To the Houston Astros, it's
all part of the marathon.

Women
•
runners win
at Ripon
. .
1nv1te; men
place third
.

Matt Inda
THE POINTER

M1NDA6 79@uwsr .EDU

The UW-SP cross-country
teams produced another set
of strong performances last
weekend against in the Ripon
Invitational. The women's
team took the victory and the
men claimed third.
Winning the title, the
women had only 19 points
- 64 better than second place
UW-Oshkosh. It was the total
of six finishes in the top-10
that allowed them to do so.
Jenna Mitchler was the
invite champion with a time of
18:§8.5 in the SK event. Right
behind their teammate was
Teresa St~ely (2nd) at 19:27.1
and Ashleigh Potuznik (3rd)
at 19:59.0. Tami Scott was sixth
place and Hannah Dieringer
ended seventh. In the 10th
spot was Sara Bias.
Looking at it as a low
key meet, men's coach Rick
Witt sent out the "B squad"
in the 10 team event, resting
the" A squad" for the upcoming invite. By doing so, the
Pointer men earned 84 points
and were behind both Ripon
and champions UW- Oshkosh
(32 points).
The only top-10 finish for
the guys was Greg Haak at
10th with a time of 27:36.2.
Zach Bitter finished the day at
15th, Jon Waldrogel at 18th and
Nick Berndt was 19th overall.
However, this was a good
opportunity for the runners to
show what they can do in a 10school meet. Witt watched his
second squad and commented
on the improvements of both
Haak and Bitter in their exceptional meet.
Witt awaits the UW-0
invite this weekend where
the Pointers will be competing against six top-25 teams in
the country. "Our young team
is getting better and working
very hard," said Witt. "I am
excited about the progress that
we are making."
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N e\V offensive
contributors help
Pointers earn split
in last "Week's action
Hilary Bulger
THE POINTER
HBULG76 l@UWSP.EDU

The UW-SP women's soccer team found the back of the
net this week with a few new
goal scorers on Friday against
a tough team and then the
team's highest scoring game
of the season on Tuesday in a
conference game.
The Pointers hung with
Wheaton College, last year's
national champions, for the
first half, only trailing 1-0.
Wheaton scored three unanswered goals before two
freshmen, Alyssa Spaude and
Kaylee Weise, scored their first
career goals on the defending
national champions. Wheaton
scored one more late in the
game to make it 5-2.
This Tuesday, Point won a
decisive 5-1 conference victory
over UW-Whitewater.
The
Warhawks got on the board
first, scoring just over a min-

u te into the game. Amanda
Prawat answered twice in the
first half for the Pointers, with
an assist from Liz Kidd on the
first tally.
Kimie Wiepz took over the
scoring in the second half, with
two goals of her own. Wiepz
scored her second goal off of a
throw in from Prawat. Gwen
Blasczyk scored the backbreaker with a last minute goal from
Anna Van Stippen, Stippen' s
first point on the season.
Meredith
DeCaluwe
played both games in net for
the Pointers, totaling 15 shots
on the week. The Pointers
are now 6-5-1 overall and 32-1 in the WIAC. They have
three home games in the next
week, including two important
conference games this weekend, facing UW-Superior on
Friday and UW-Eau Claire on
Saturday, both at 2 p.m. Senior
Day is next Tuesday at 6 p.m.
against St. Norbert College.

Senior on the·Spot:
Ali Havlik
Career Highlights:
- One of UW-SP' s top reserve
defenders in 2004, appearing in all 22
matches off the bench.
-Won team's Most Improved Player
award at UW-Green Bay while playing in 17 of team's 19 matches and
recording one assist in 2003.

Major -English and Communication
Hoinetown -Neenah, WI
Do you have any nicknames? -Al, Hav, Al-Pal, Al-Hav
What are your plans after graduation? -I want to be some sort of a writer. As
long as I can write, it doesn't matter what I do.
Wh~t has h~lped you beco~e such an accomplished soccer player? - I
don t know 1f I would conslder mrself accomplished... but I love to play and try
and work as hard as I can all the time. Also, my coaches and teammates help me
to alw~ys want to ~o my best. Their encouragement makes me a better player.
What 1s your favonte Pointer sports memory? - There are so many... I
..
can t choose just one.
~at's your most em~arrassing moment? ~ In high school I fell down the entire
staucase at my house.m front of a really cute, older guy. (Sorry, no embarrassing
sports moments.)
What CD is .in your ster~o right now? - This Desert Life by the Counting Crows
What DVD 1s currently tn your DVD player? - Jim Croce Live
What will you remember most about UW-SP? - I will remember eating at the
Wooden Chair and g()ing on walks and runs on all the trails. Most of all, I will
remember the great n1:¢mories I have made with all my amazing friends.
~at a~e the three biggest influences in your life? - The two main influences
m my life are my morn and dad. They inspire me and support me in everything
I ~o. !hey are ~credible pe~ple, and .I am lucky to have them as parents. My
thud mfluence 1s my good fnend Cann. You could basically say she is my idol.
1

Tennis team \Vins
one event during
homecoming week Semling named UW-SP's 22nd
Matt Inda

•

THE POINTER
MINDA679@UWSP.EDU

The Pointer tennis team
stepped aside from the homecoming festivities last week
as they were in action against
three schools from Oct 5-8.
Winning only one of the
three meets, the girls continued their winning non-conference efforts, but extended their
struggles within the WIAC.
"Even though we lost this
past week [in the conference
meets], we played well and
improved a lot," said tennis
coach Karlyn Jakusz.
In a makeup match from
a week prior, the team took
on Edgewood College in
Madison last Wednesday, and
walked away with a 6-3 victory -- their fourth one out of
conference. It was the No. 4,
5, and 6 singles players winning for the Pointers. Allison
Popple won with 6-1, 6-0 and
Mashell VerBockel earned a 61, 6-2 victory. Sarah O' Melia
added a 6-4, 7-5 win.
The Pointers added with
two doubles wins as well.
Brown and VerBockel had
an 8-2 triumph. Popple and
O'Melia also added an 8-3
win.

In the next meet the
Pointers fell 9-1, Friday against
UW-Eau Claire. Emily Bouche
was the lone victor with a 6-0,
6-4 score at No. 3 singles. In
a losing effort, Angie Brown
displayed the next closest
fight with 6-3, 7-5. The girls
didn't give Eau Claire an easy
time in the doubles, however,
losing with competitive 8-6,
8-5, 8-4 scores.
"The scores might not
indicate how well we played,"
Said tennis coach Karlyn
Jakusz, "but everyone competed hard and never gave
up."
Closing out the week,
undefeated UW-La Crosse
arrived and handed the
Pointers a 9-0 loss homecoming day. Bouche had the closest match losing 7-5, 6-1 and
Brown came up short 6-0, 6-4.
Th_e team is looking to
play exceptionally well this
week against UW- Oshkosh,
River Falls and Stout to put
them in a position where they
can perform well in the WIAC
Championships. All three
events this week are away
meets, respectively, and take
place Oct. 12, 14 and 15.

head Men's Basketball Coach
Press Release
UNIVERSITY RELATIONS AjllD
COMMUNICATIONS

Bob Semling, who served
as the top assistant coach for
UW-Stevens Point's NCAA
Division III championships
the past two seasons, has been
named the school's 22nd head
men's basketball coach.
Semling, 47, officially takes
over the position after filling
the role on an interim basis
since Jack Bennett announced
his retirement on Aug. 26.
Bennett left UW-Stevens Point
as the school's all-time winningest coach with a 200-56
record over nine seasons. A
national search was conducted during September to find
Bennett's replacement.
It is the first collegiate
head coaching job for Semling,
who had two successful stints
as an assistant coach with the
Pointers as well as eight years
at the Division I level.
"We're extremely pleased
that Bob has accepted our
offer to become our next head
coach," UW-SP athletics director Frank O'Brien said. "He
has been an integral part of
Pointer basketball over the

resources and tradition in
place that we can be successful in our league and in postseason play. We absolutely
embrace the challenge of continuing to win championships
here at Stevens Point."
A Merrill native, Semling
was a three-year starter as
quarterback at UW-Eau Claire
from 1977-79. As a student at
UW-EC, he assisted with Ken
Semling
Anderson and the men's basyears and we are very excited ketball team, making NAIA
that he will be leading our Final Four appearances in
each of his final two seasons.
program."
Semling
then spent one seaSemling was an assisson
as
an
assistant at Park
tant coach at UW-SP under
Falls
High
School
and assistBob Parker from 1988-95 as
ed
Bennett
for
two
seasons
the Pointers posted a 127-63
at
Wisconsin
Rapids
Lincoln
record, including a 27-2 mark
High
School,
reaching
the
in 1991-92. He then spent
state
tournament
with
both
seven seasons as an assistant
coach at UW-Green Bay and schools. Semling was the head
one year as the Director of coach at Wausau West High
Basketball Operations at New School for three seasons from
Mexico before returning to 1985-88 prior to his first stint
UW-SP for the 2003-04 sea- at UW-SP.
Semling takes over a
son.
program
that finished 29-3
"Our staff and players
last
year
and has won two
know that the bar has been
straight
national
titles and
raised to a high level and
five
of
the
last
six
Wisconsin
we welcome that challenge,"
Intercollegiate
Athletic
Semling said. "This is a job
Conference
cha111pionships.
where I know we have the
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Sandhill Wildlife Migration ·,Duck hunting tragedy
Derek Miess
O UTDOOR R EPORTER

Outdoor EdVentures was
out again last weekend leading a group of five students to
the Sandhill Wildlife Area near
Babcock, Wis. for exploration
of the wildlife area and observation of the bird migration.
Do you know how many birds
migrate each fall? According
to Mark Leger, a contri_buting
editor to GORP.com, about 5
billion birds migrate across
North America annually every
fall from summer homes in the
north, including Wisconsin, to
homes in the south.
This weekend's trip began
with a fun and informative
Power Point presentation on
bird migration compiled by
trip leader, Derek Miess. "I
wanted to provide everyone
with a few insights as to what
we might see at the marsh and
be able to identify the birds by
sight and sound."
Rather than traveling the
fastest, most direct route, the
group drove along gravel
county roads for a more rustic
and scenic drive. Along the
way turkeys, red-tailed hawks
and song birds were seen near
the roads.
The first night cooled
down quickly and the group
responded by setting up camp
with little haste. Everyone then
eagerly awaited a hot chili dinner to warm their bodies.
The following morning
at 5 a.m., Miess, joined by
Katie Gumtz, Angel Mabry,
Felicia Mabry, Amanda Dent
and Colleen Kiefer reluctantly
arose from their warm sleeping bags to witness the great
migration. On a watch tower
in the Gallagher Marsh they
waited for the sun to rise. The

sun slowly rose on the horizon and the stars that shown
brightly in the night sky
faded gradually, yielding to
warm sunrays. The Saturday
morning air was very cold,
33 degrees Fahrenheit, as the
cranes sang in the marsh 100
yards from the observation
tower. The peak of the sunrise
was captivated by the spontaneous departure of 50 or more
Sandhill cranes as they leaped
from the shallow water into a
circular flight pattern.
"The event was incredible," commented Mabry. The
cranes' voices were louder
than ever as they circled into
the sky, going their separate
ways in small groups.
At 7:30 a.m. the consensus
among the trip members was
to move around to warm up
as they had yet to adapt to
the cold environment. Back
in the van, they toured the
Trumpeter Trail, a road tour
with an interpretive guide
handout that informed visitors about the unique refuge.
One of these unique spots
included a fenced off pasture
where bison grazed.
Kiefer was amazed at how
massive the large beasts were.
"I knew they were big animals,
but they were much larger
than I previously thought as
I watched them in real life."
As the group left the bison
area, they stopped to read
an educational board noting
the Native American uses for
bison. Every part of the animal had a use leaving little, if
any, to waste.
Dent was taken back
when she discovered the use
of the bladder, "The bladder
was used for carrying water?!
Yuck!"
"Because it holds water so

well, it was a popular method
of storing water when fresh
water was scarce," Miese
added with a comical smile.
"That's gross,
Dent
replied with the support of
everyone else, still not convinced of the ingenuity of pioneers and Native Americans.
All of them silently praised
Nalgene for manufacturing of
their plastic water bottles that
afternoon.
The best way to heat a
body is through work as the
muscles are engaged to move.
What better way to work the
body 9n a colorful fall day
than a hike. That is exactly
what was on the minds of
the group. Well, not exactly,
as some of the sleepy faces
longed to crawl back into a
warm sleeping bag. However,
Miess motivated everyone to
join him to hike on a service
road, for trails were few and
far between. On the road, they
crossed over dikes maintaining marshes, stands of deciduous and conifero4s trees, and
drainage ditches displaying the
various ways the Department
of Natural Resources (DNR)
managed the land for wildlife
benefit within the refuge.
One particularly interesting stop they made was
at a quarry pond where fog
steamed over the water. The
heat from the sun, reflected
off of the water, was creating
swirling vortexes of convective heat currents that looked
like little tornadoes.
The day ended with
everyone ready to retire to
bed early. But not before a
campfire in the Wood County
Wildlife Area campground,
which gave closure to such
a fine day. The fire glowed,
r=,ee Sandhill, Page 19

Campus Calendar of Outdoor Events
10/13 to 10/16 - Wildlife Student Hunter Awareness: NR 405 (1 er.)
(McGraw Wildlife Foundation in Dundee, ill.)
Contact: Dr. Diane Lueck, Office: CNR 190 or dlueck@uwsp.edu
10/14 to 10/16 - Holistic Survival Weekend
(Treehavcn)
Workshop: Fri. 6 p.m. to Sun. 2 p.m.
Instructor: Jason Faunce
Weekend package includes meals, lodging and instruction
Contact: Treehaven (715) 453-4106
Namekagon River Canoeing
(Namekagon/St. Croix River)
Contact: Outdoor EdVentures
10/15 - Ring-neck Pheasant Season Opens at Noon
10/16- Pop Goes.the Hazel!
(Schmeekle Reserve Visitor Center)
4:30p.m.
The blooming of witch hazel.
Contact: Visitor Center 346-4992 or Schmeeckle@uwsp.edu
10/19 - CNR Biology Colloquium Series
(CNRRm 170)
4 to 5 p.m.
Speaker: Justin Isherwood - Author, columnist and fifth generation farmer
U.\tfa-light Backpacking
(Outdoor EdVcntures)
6:30 to 8 p.m.
Contact: Outdoor EdVentures 346-.3848

Stephanie Davy
THE POINTER
SDAVY999@ UWSP.EDU

This past Saturday an
unfortunate hunting accident occurred on Lake du
Bay. Jameson J. Rieck, 22, of
Mosinee, died when his gun
backfired as he aimed at some
flocking ducks. Jama, as his
friends called him, was enjoy-

ing a gorgeous autumn day
with one of his friends, not
realizing it would be his last.
I am uncertain of the reasons
for the gun's backfire, however, this fall when you are hunting, whether it be white-tailed
deer or pheasants, remember
gun safety and enjoy the pleasures of hunting for yourself
andJamo.

Bonsai gro\Ving for
the college student
Stephanie Davy
THE POINTER
SDAVY999@UWSP. EDU

Andrew Koeser, the promotions coordinator of Student
Society of Arboriculture (SSA)
and a recent bonsai enthusiast,
was in Jung's a few weeks ago
searching for bonsai materials
when he encountered David
Ryle, the manager of Jung's
Garden Center. Immediately,
Koeser was impressed with
Ryle's extreme knowledge
on various bonsai techniques
and asked Ryle to speak at a
SSA meeting. Ryle not only
spoke during the meeting, but
also demonstrated some basic
pruning and wiring techniques.
Prior to Ryle' s visitation,
each SSA student went to
Jung's and hand picked "hospital" shrubs to carve into a
bonsai. Some shrubs held
more wilted branches than live
ones, while others held already
beautiful foliage. Either way,
the shrubs resulted in excellent beginning bonsais.
To begin his demonstration, Ryle told of Japanese
and Chinese bonsai practices.
Though most people think of
bonsai as a Japanese practice,
it began in China. There is a
large difference in practices.
Chinese practices are stricter
and more formal, while the
Japanese are freer in their
styles. American bonsai practices mirror more Japanese
techniques.
Ryle discussed the many
different types of bonsai styles,
ranging from the straight
stance of a formal upright, to
a colony of mini trees, known
as a bonsai forest. This lecture helped students discover
various growing options and
styles.
Many people think of bon-

Basic Bonsai Tools

sais and see mini trees, which
can be the case with some trees.
For example, one tree barely stood 2 inches across and
only 3 inches tall. However,
Ryle also spoke of bonsais that
were "three hands," meaning
it took three people to pick up
the tree and pot - this isn't a
"mini" tree.
After much valuable
information, Ryle demonstrated how to trim a beginning
bonsai. He took a mediumsize shrub and hacked it until
almost
othing remained.
Many of the students, including myself, cringed with each
slash.
"Nothing is going to get
hurt," Ryle reassured everyone. "Nothing is going to
•
d 1e.
With that, each student
had their turn and trimmed
their chosen shrubs.
"The key to a trimming is
deciding what you want," Ryle
pointed out on each shrub,
while contemplating the various options a shrub had.
When all the shrubs
stood nearly naked, only a
few branches remaining, Ryle
finished off by demonstrating different wiring techniques involved in molding a
tree's structure. He discussed
cheaper material that can be
used, such as aluminum wire
versus copper and actual bonsai tools, which can cost hundreds of dollars, versus carpentry tools.
As the class ended, each
student left with a new hobby.
If you're interested in beginning a bonsai, visit Ryle at
Jung's. He'll enlighten you
with great beginner advice.
And if his wit doesn't charm
you, his very apparent Scottish
accent will.
II
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Beginning backpacki~g essentials
Adam Eader
TH E POI NTER
A EA DE085 @U WSP.EDU

Backpacking gets you
away from the everyday life
and into a world of adventure. Wi~liam Blake sums it up
best in his short poem, "Great
things are done when men &
mountains meet":
Great things are done
when Men an1i Mountains
meet / This is not done by
Jostling in the Street.
Before heading out on
a backpacking trip there are
some basic concepts a person
should know: what to bring,
what to expect and how to
navigate.
What to bring is important because when away from
the accessibility of society one
must make use of their surroundings.
Some of the most important articles to bring when
backpacking are boots, backpack, sleeping bag, stove,
purification system, clothing
and other essentials.
Boots: Boots protect your
feet from bruises and cuts,

offer ankle support and protect your foot soles from harm.
There is an array of boot styles
out there, but for backpacking
in the Midwest you do not
necessarily need waterproof
boots. Personally, I choose
waterproof boots because
dry feet offer more comfort.
You can also waterproof your
boots yourself, saving some
money. To protect your feet
from aches, blisters and other
harms, make sure you break
your boots in properly. Before
going on a trip, wear the boots
around so they form to your
feet. You will be happy you
did when you are on the trail.
Backpack: There are two
different types of backpacks:
internal and external frame.
External frame backpacks
have a metal ladder-like piece
with the backpack attached.
The ridge metal back keeps
the backpack upright on your
back. Internal frame backpacks
do not have the same metal
backing. Instead, the internal
frame uses a different means
of keeping the pack upright
against your back. Imagine
two flat rigid pieces of metal,

carbon fiber, plastic, or foam
running vertically, down the
pack. Internal frames do a
better job of transferring the
pack's weight to your hips
making for a more pleasurable
trip. External frames cost less
and do not sit up against your
back, which allows your back
to breathe better. External
frames also offer more options
to attach other gear to the
frame. When choosing a backpack, it is extremely vital to
have it properly fit to your
back as well as testing the bag
with weight inside. If you are
going to spend a lot of money
on a piece of equipment, make
sure you get the most for your
money.
Sleeping Bag: When
choosing a sleeping bag you
must think about a few key
things. Where and when will
you use your sleeping bag,
how will you carry it and what
style will be most comfortable
for you? Sleeping bags can
keep a person warm in subzero temperatures or help a
summer camper stay comfortable through the night. If you
are using your sleeping bag

Now,
all your incoming
calls can be free.

during a Wisconsin summer
night you have many choices
to think about. First off, do
you want down or synthetic
insulation? Down compresses
more and .weighs less but if
it gets wet it loses its insulating value. Down "is almost
impossible to dry in the
field," says Rick Curtis in The
Backpacker's Field Manual.
However, if a down sleeping
bag is kept from getting wet,
it is very effective.
Essentials: The essentials,
although different in every
backpacking book I've read,
do have many similarities.
The reason for the essentials
is the same in every book:
be prepared. I have followed

Mountaineering: Freedom of the
Hills list of The Ten Essentials
since I began backpacking. The Ten Essentials are:
a map, compass, sunglasses,
sunscreen, extra food, extra
clothing, headlamp, first-aid
supplies, fire starter, matches and a knife. Using these
articles will help familiarize
yourself with them, which is
good since these items can
help you immensely and some
are extremely important to
.have on a trip at all times.
Of course, many other
pieces of equipment are
essential for a successful
backpacking trip but these
are a few that will help you
to get started.

Champion
white pine
Stephanie Davy
THE POINTER
SDAVY999@ UWSP. EDU

This weekend while driving east of Eagle River, along
Hwy 70, my fellow travelers and I were taken aback
by a majestic treetop, which
loomed several feet above the
surrounding trees. As we proceeded along the highway we
spotted a sign for Avil Lake
State Park, where we discovered Wisconsin's state cham- ·
pion white pine, Nimitz.
Nimitz, named after
Admiral Nimitz of WWII, was
discovered by the Civilian
Conservation Corps (CCC) in
the 1930s.
Because this white pine
was spared during early logging days, this white pine
thankfully ages over 300 years.
And though the tree's crown
has withered to dead branches, this white pine is worth a
visit if you are traveling in the
Eagle River area.

Phom by Stephanie Davy

Outdoor .EdVentures
ip of the Week
Josh Spice
OUTDOOR EDVENilJRES MANAOER AND TulP LEADER

Even the ones
your friends think

To minimize the damage of campfires on the
land~ bring alo:ng a small metal pan the next time
you go camping. Enjoy the fire in the pan and scatter the cool ashes in the morning. This is an excellent
way to enjoy backcountry campfires and still practice
Leave ,No Trace. Stop in Outdoor EdVentures to
learn more about this trick and the Leave No Trace
philosophy,. along with. many other tips and techniques to improve your outdoor experiences.
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Organizations implement sustainability at ·uW-SP
Adam Eader
THE POINTER
AEADE085@UWSP.EDU

Have you noticed how it
looks like a garden is growing on top of the Albertson
Learning Resources Center
(LRC)? How about the large
panels sitting on top of
Knutzen Hall? Does somebody smell" freedom" fries?
These are a few examples of UW-SP' s sustainability efforts on campus, and the
efforts grow each year.
Sustainability is not only
growing in popularity on UWSPs campus, but also around
the world. As humans realize there are alternative ways
of living that may be more
cost effective, environmentally friendly, and healthier, the
trend of sustainability increases.
UW-SP is a trendsetter
for other campuses around
Wisconsin and the world, in
that we are testing different
forms of sustainability efforts
for future implementation.
What you may have seen
on the LRC is a green roof.
Weston Solutions, a company UW-SP hired to add the
roof, claims that a green roof
"reduces energy costs, extends
the roof's life, manages storm
water, and insulates the building from outside sound."
The Solar Mining Company
of Green Bay installed six
solar water panels for UW-SP
on the roof of Knutzen Hall.
These solar water panels heat
all the water used within the
residence hall. Solar panels cut

out the need for electricity to puses energy usage come from
heat our water, which in turn renewable energy sources,"
decreases electric bills and said Josh Stolzenburg, a stuenvironmentally unfriendly dent member of the University
Committee
side effects produced by tradi- Sustainability
tional electricity.
(USC). "Especially if the projAnother example. of UW- ects are partially paid for by
SPs sustainability efforts is the student segregated fees."
use of double-paned windows
The USC is an organizaon many of our buildings. tion made up of students,
Double-pahed windows insu- faculty, administrators, the
late rooms better by having executive director of the
an area between both panes Midwest Renewable Energy·
of glass that is filled with air Association, a representative
or gas.
from
The win"A healthy environ- Wisconsin
dows cut
Public
down on ment yields healthy food, Service, and
conveca representawhich in turn yields
tive from the
tion by
healthy people, who in Stevens Point
keeping
warm air turn seek to maintain the City Council.
inside
The USC
health in all aspects." . discusses
and cool
air outand puts into
side. By keeping more warm action many projects that proair inside, there is less need mote, as well as carry out,
for heat and energy use, thus sustainability projects on our
reducing electricity bills.
campus.
"The USC is a formalAn experimental project
being planned for the Noel ized process of getting mesFine Arts Center (NFAC) will sages about sustainability to
use solar electric panels con- Chancellor Linda Bunnel,"
taining photovoltaic cells. The Stolzenburg explained.
So far, the committee
south-facing windows of the
NFAC will be composed of has helped to implement the
photovoltaic cells that convert green roof, put the solar water
solar energy into electricity. It panels on Knutzen, create a
is the same technology that Comprehensive Landscape
powers many handheld cal- Policy, and get our campus
culators. But instead of help- fleet vehicles to use bio-dieing students crunch numbers, sel. .
the photovoltaic cells will
Campus organizations
most likely be devoted to the such as WISPIRG and the
NFAC' s lighting system.
Sustainable Agriculture in
"There is no reason why Communities Society (SACS) .
UW-SP shouldn't try and make also help promote sustainabilat least 20 percent of our cam- ity efforts on campus.

"Basically we formed
this society after experiencing, ourselves, what it
was like to work on community gardens/ farms/
projects/ etc," said Zach
Gaugush, SACS president.
"We saw the importance
and need for people to be
involved in the community at many levels."
"Some of the most
fundamental
tenets
of a community are its
environment, food, and
people. A healthy environment yields healthy
food, which in turn yields
healthy people, who in
turn seek to maintain the
health in all aspects."
In the future, the
SACS have hopes of
"implementing a better
campus compost project,
creating a campus gardening site, inviting speakers
and giving presentations
on many ideas relating
to sustainability, taking trips
to local farms to help farmers, and continuing to work
towards a more sustainable
UW-SP."
Another organization that
is doing a lot with sustainability projects and education on campus is WISPIRG.
Stacy Iruk, president of
WISPIRG, had a lot to say
about WISPIRG' s goals for
this school year.
"This year we have signed
a national petition comprised
of college campuses stating
that we are for using sustainable energy instead of dirty
energy. We would like to see

10 percent of UW-SPs energy
coming from renewable sources by the end of this year. We
are working to get a wind
turbine on campus and we are
co'ntinually pooling money
together that will benefit
the use of renewable energy
resources on campus. From
Oct. 31 to Nov. 2 we are sponsoring a dorm competition to
see which dorm can use the
least amount of energy. The
dorm that uses the least will
get a free pizza party."
For more information or
to get involved contact Zach
Gaugush with SACS and Stacy
Iruk with WISPIRG.

Gaia Sytnposiutn focuses on wotnen in conservation
Prakash Rai

for the protection of Alaska's
wildlife. Thanks in part to her
har~ work, President Jimmy
"Beauty [of wilderness] is
Carter signed into law the
a resource in and of itself ... I
1980 Alaska Lands Act, which
hope that the United States of
"increased national park acreAmerica is not so rich that she
age by 47 thousand acres,
can afford to let these wilderadded 54 million acres to
nesses pass by. Or so poor, she
the National Wildlife Refuge
cannot afford to keep them."
System, and 56 million acres
With those words and
to the National Wilderness
beliefs, Margaret Murie lived,
Preservation System."
fought and died. And it was
In 1984, Murie received
with the words and beliefs
the highest civilian honor,
of Margaret Murie and Sister
the Presidential
Medal
of
Freedom,
from President
Clinton.
She
died on October
19, 2003,
Stang,
Alternatives to Abortions;
born on the
Pregnancy Tests, Confidentiol.
June 7, 1931, literally dedicated
No Charge For Any servic:es.
her life to her
cause. She was
assassinated in
February while
SCIENCE REPORTER

Dorothy Stang in mind that
Biology Professor Douglas
Post, the Symposium Advisor,
and his Biology 100 students
organized this year's Gaia
Symposium.
Margaret Murie and
Dorothy Stang were pioneer
women conservationists who
devoted their lives to fighting
for the protection of wilderness and the environment.
Murie, born August 18,
1902, fought hard particularly

Pregnant and Distressed??

. Birthright can help.

Call: ·3 4-1-HELP

fighting for land conservation
and the rights of poor farmers
in Brazil, where she had been
working for nearly 40 years.
The symposium was a
day-long event, starting at 9
a.m. and ending at 5 p.m.
In addition to honoring
Murie and Stang, the symposium also recognized the
contributions of women who
have devoted their lives to
the science of conservation. As
Brent Przybylski, a member
of the Symposium Steering
Conunittee put it, the event
was meant "to raise awareness of women's work in the
conservation field."
Speakers from around
the country such as Leslie
Weldon, a forest supervisor
from Oregon, were invited
to attend. Also speaking at
the event were UW-SP faculty
members James Sage, Assistant
Professor of Philosophy, John
Coletta, Professor of English,
and, Christine Thomas, Dean

of the College of Natural
Resources.
Holly Voll, a symposium
advisor, believed that it was" a
fabulous learning opportunity
for students."
The brainchild of Professor
Douglas Post and his biology
students in 1998, the symposium is an annual event, having a different theme related
to conservation each year.
This year's symposium
may have been the last one for
Post, as he may retire at the
end of the semester.
Sarah Brock, a former student of Post's who had come
to the symposium said, "he
has such passion for science
and teaching. lt is just incredible."
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Gaia focus: biology students honor slain
environmentalist, Dorothy Stang
Jeff Peters
SCIENCE REPbRn.R

Last Thursday, a poster full of
names hung just inside the entryway
of the Alumni room in the University
Center. They were the names of 165
Biology 100 students who were in
charge of last week's Gaia symposium,
an event honoring women who protect
our environment.
Douglas D. Post, UW-SP Biology
Professor and advisor to the symposium, mentioned earlier how he'd seen
the symposium evolve.
"The idea of the symposium
· was born here," said Post, pressing
his fingers against the list of names
from his fall biology sections, "and
here," he said, as his fingertips moved
across the paper towards the Spring
students. "The thrust of it changed
here."
The thwst he spoke of was the
murder of Sister Dorothy Stang, an
American nun and environmentalist.
On Feb. 12, two gunmen, allegedly
hired killers, shot the 73-year-old nun
and left her on the side of a road in
Brazil.
"One of the students said, 'Why
don't we know anything about her?"'
recalled Post. That was the moment
the symposium found its voice.
Dot, as her friends called her, had
already achieved martyr status. Sister
Joan Krimm, Dot's friend and fellow
member Qf the Sisters of Notre Dame
de Namur, spoke during an hour-long
remembrance of Dorothy's life.
"She was a free-spirit, stubborn,
intelligent, joy-filled, and intensely
spiritual," said Krimm.
Her spirituality guided her pas-

sions, and in Brazil she found her life's with the communities as each succesmission. She spent her last 39 years in sive village was burned to the ground
Brazil teaching poor farmers sustain- and rebuilt. The peasants played a
able agriculture and fighting for them never-ending game with the illegal
- until it led to her death.
loggers as they watched their homes
"As her blood soaked into the burn away, hoping that one day, with
ground, her message began to resound the help of the government, the logthroughout the world," said Krimrn.
gers' fire would no longer reach their
For a few weeks, even a few villages.
months, the eyes of the world turned
In Anapu, a city in the state of
toward the Amazon region, and toward Para, Brazil, Stang, with the same stubthe destruction and lawlessness that bornness she'd shown since she was a
child, finally had her frustration reach
ran throughout the land.
The president of Brazil made many a breaking point.
promises the day after Stang' s death,
"Dot said, 'We're not moving
"not one of which has been kept," said anymore. We're going to protect our
Krimm.
,land,"' recalled Krimm. "She knew
Krimm traveled to the sympo- that she had a price on her head. She
sium not only to help keep Stang's called me in January and she said, 'I
spirit alive, but also to help keep the found out that I'm worth 50,000 reals,'
eyes and pressure of the world on the which is approximately $20,000. And
Brazilian government.
then she said, 'Well, I thought I would
"The saving of the rainforest, be worth a little bit more."'
the dignity of the people, was Dot's
Just before her death, when the
dream," said Krimm. She'd been fight- two gunmen confronted Stang, she
ing for the rural poor her whole life. removed a Bible from the small cloth
The landless peasants called her," Angel bag she always carried and began
of the Amazon."
reciting the Beatitudes. The gunmen
The loggers that burned down stood there, listening for several minhomes and forced the peasants to utes, hesitating until she spoke the
move again and again called her "The words, "blessed are the peacemakers,
American Terrorist," claiming she was for they shall be called the children of
trying to take over Brazil like America God." Then they opened fire.
They shot her six times; then, after
was doing in Iraq.
Many loggers made their money she fell into the muddy road, three
by illegally uprooting the rich Amazon more times in the back of the head. Her
forest. The government had done little body lay in the rain for eight hours
to stop them, and Stang' s fight for a before help arrived.
federal reserve where poor farmers
At the symposium, nearly eight
could be safe to develop a self-sustain- months later, Krimm honored her
ing economy was against the loggers' fallen friend. "Dot's message continues," said Krimm. "The pressure from
interests. To them, she was a threat.
Stang received a constant stream of the world continues to be put on the
death threats, but continued to move Brazilian government."

Stang often wore a T-shirt with the
words, "A Morte da floresta e o fim da
nossa vida," or, "The death of the forest is the end of our life."
Krimm closed her speech with
similar sentiments: "Keep loving the
land. Keep loving the people of the
land. Don't forget the poor."
As the people filed out, they went
past the door, past the list of 165
names, each of whom contributed, in
ways small and large, to make sure no
one forgets.
"All the students have done significant things," said Post, his warm
smile fading into seriousness. "They
should be proud of themselves."

Coots, lunchmeat, science, and paradigms, oh my
Joe Pisciotto
THE POINTER

Jr1sc779@UWSP.EDU
Last week, I accidentally
ate turkey. Being a non-meat
eater, I was quite overcome.
I immediately felt nauseated
and began sweating profusely.
After all, it had been about six
years since I last had a taste of
any meat.
Really though, the reaction was mostly from my head.
There was no purely physical
reaction going on here. My
mind was making more of the
situation than was really there.
I would be okay. But the situation certainly got me thinking,
and reminded me of an article
I studied last year.
The article discussed the
American Coot, an aquatic,
duck-like bird that inhabits
North America year round,
and has serious issues taking
flight from water. The bird
runs along the surface of the
water, flapping its wings vigorously in a torrent of splashes, only to come crashing back
down before having another
go at it. Sounds like a cognitively challenged bird, right?

Well, maybe not.
According to a study published in the April 03, 2003
issue of Nature it turns out
that the often-disparaged coot
is more on top of things than
anyone had previously imagined. Bruce Lyon, Associate
Professor of Ecology and
Evolutionary Biology at the
University of California, Santa
Cruz says that coots can literally count.
Lyon found that many
female coots apparently possess the ability to count the
eggs in their nests. Up until
this study, the behavior had
never been observed in any
animal in the wild.
Lyon and his colleagues
made this discovery while
studying parasitism in the
coot community. Since coot
nests are only large enough to
hold around eight eggs, female
birds sneak into their neighbors' nests to deposit eggs. If
foreign eggs go unnoticed, the
host mother will raise them as
her own. This situation creates
a problem for the host bird
and the evolutionary potential
of her own genetic line.

Parasitism is rampant
in the coot community. The
study shows that 41 percent of
nests were the victims of parasitism, and each nest received
an average of three parasitic
eggs. Lyon found that every
parasite chick that survives
does so at the expense of one
of the host bird's natural offspring.
When chicks hatch, they
enter a world where mom
often doesn't have enough
food to go around. In fact,
Lyon's study found that 98
percent of all nests lose at least
one chick to starvation. In
response, evolution has provided a mechanism for mama
coot to raise more of her own
chicks.
It all starts with mom
being able to recognize her
own eggs. Each female coot
produces an egg that has a
unique color pattern. If mom
notices a blatantly foreign egg
she will bury it in her nest
so that it is not allowed to
incubate. However, some eggs
from different females look
extremely similar.
If mom isn't sure if the egg

is hers, she will move it to the
periphery of her nest, therefore allowing the egg to incubate, but at a slower pace. And
since those chicks that hatch
earlier have a better chance
of surviving, the female coot
is giving the eggs that she
knows are definitely hers a
more probable shot at life.
The beauty of the whole
process, contends Lyon, is that
coots have the ability to process visual information and
decide when to stop producing eggs. In other words, when
a mother coot sits on her nest
containing both parasitic eggs
and domestically produced
eggs, she will know how many
more eggs she needs to have a
full nest of her own.
Previously, most biologists
believed that birds decided to
stop producing eggs simply by
touch - that is, they thought
bodies halted egg production
according to how full the nest
felt while incubating. Lyon's
study gives evidence that a
mother coot might have the
ability to count the eggs that
are only her own.
So, after chowing down

on some fowl, I couldn't help
but think of the counting coot.
Like its avian comrade, the
turkey is generally regarded
as a dumb creature. But my
then. over-burdened mind

flashed, "what, really, have I
just eaten?"
No doubt, there's more
to this issue than intelligence.
I'm not trying to make any
sort of definitive moral claim
here. The issue of meat harSee Coots, Page 15
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23rd annual Jazzfest Brief
WWSP 90fm, the campus
radio station of the Uniyersity
of Wisconsin-Stevens Point,
presents its 23rd annual Jazzfest Friday Oct. 21st
- Monday Oct. 24th. Jazzfest
consists of 60 hours of nonstop Jazz music and a live
concert on Saturday evening
the 22nd.
During the 60 hours, of
nonstop Jazz radio, we will be
giving away two Jazz CDs per
hour. Each Jazz DJ will feature a particular artist of their
choice in addition to playing
both traditional and new artists. The radio programming
starts at 6 p.m. on Friday
and continues until 6 a.m. on
Monday.
The highlight of the
weekend is the live concert
on Saturday evening, which
this year features The Tony
Monaco trio. The concert
is in the Laird Room of the
University Center on the UWSP campus.
Doors open at 6:30 p.m.
with opening act the Marlin
McKay Quartet taking the
stage at 7 p.m. The Tony
Monaco Trio will start at 8
p.m. Tickets for the concert
are $12 for the general public
& $5 for students with ID at
the door.
Advance tickets can be
purchased at a discount for

$10 at The Book Cellar, 110
South Main Street, Waupaca
and at Living Spirit Books,
1028 Main Street.
Tony Monaco is an award
winning (Downbeat critics &
readers poll 2003) Hammond
B3 organ player with five
albums under his name on
the Summit jazz label. Among
the artists Monaco has played
with are jazz giants Roh Carter,
Joey Defrancesco, Lewis Nash,
Red Holloway, Sonny Fortune,
John Faddis and Mel Lewis.
Best known for his 2001 disc,
"Burnin' Grooves," Monaco
entered the world of music
on his eighth birthday when
he received an accordian as a
present. At the age of 12, he
heard a reco~ding of the legendary Hammond B3 player
Jimmy Smith (whom Monaco
later played with when he
was 20) and instantly recognjzed that jazz organ was his
calling. After spending several
years practicing, he eventually
took to the road to hone his
skills. While touring his home
state of Ohio, building his fan
base and gaining recognition,
Monaco's album "Burnin'
Grooves" was released to
much national acclaim and
radio airplay. Subsequently,
Monaco and his trio have
toured extensively across the
United 'States and overseas
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Encounters
Nine short plays
with love, wit,
charm and more
Amanda Telischak
ARTS AND REVIEW REPORTER

You wait, and you wait,
and you wait. You are at the
OMV and you wait for the
woman behind the counter to
pull her nose out of the book
she is reading for two seconds
and give the guy in front of
you a moment of her time. ·
How can you expect to get
any assistance if Mr. StrongWilled cannot? Calm
down. It isn't real.,
You are sitting in the
studio theatre in the
Noel Fine Arts Center
watching a short play
called "OMV Tyrant."
In fact, you have eight
more plays to go.
" B r i e f
Encounters," which
ran from Oct. 4
through 9 proved a
remarkable
show
compiled of nine
powerful short plays, directed
by Stephen Trovillion Smith.
As stated by Trovillion, "The
form [of short plays] is a challenging one. A short play must
have all the elements of a
full-length production: 'exposition, rising action, climax,
interesting setting and characterization, something to say.'
And it has to be funny. Or sad.
Or thought-provoking. Or all
three."
Each play in "Brief"
Encounters" encompassed
these qualities and did so
unabashedly and eloquently.
The diversity of works in
the show kept the audience
interested and eager to see

what would come next. UWSP theatre students performing in the show were stellar.
Using the space in the new
studio theatre as fully as possible, actors performed sitting,
walking, lying down, standing up, and even stuck in car
doors. The cast also welcomed
the talents of guest artist

"Brief Encounters"
proved itself to be the
perfect show to introduce audiences to the
new studio theatre
Elizabeth Dimon, a native of
Florida who has been extremely successful in theatre, as well
as the film industry. Watching
Beth on stage, I felt as though
I was watching a Broadway
show; that is the caliber of
her raJent. The same is true of
the director himself, Stephen
Trovillion, who performed
in several of the works. The
actors filled the intimate space
and were successful in affecting audience members with
their stories.
Before the addition to the
Fine Arts Center, the studio
theatre, or "black box" existed next to Jenkins theatre.
However, since the addition,
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a new studio theatre has been
built near the new entrance.
Its high-tech space is painted
in black like the original and
equipped with state-of-the-art
lighting and sound systems,
as well as removable risers
and comfortable theatre seating. In fact, the cast of "Brief
Encounters" has the distinction of being the first
to perform in the
brand new space ..
Trovillion said,
"The studio theatre
is a place to produce edgier, smaller
in scale or stylistically different pieces
that may or may not
appeal to general
audiences. This is
the purpose of a studio theatre and we
are very happy to
have a beautiful new one."
One piece in the show
deeply touched me and other
members of the audience.
Titled "Beautiful Noises,"
the piece was thought-provoking and deeply touching.
The piece centered around a
brother and sister. The sister
Rachel, portrayed by Meagan
Gilliland, had been trapped
in purgatory for some time.
Rachel would remain until she
could make her mother understand that she did not hate her
or hold her responsible for
Rachel's death. After recently

Write for
the Pointer.
It does a
body good.

vesting and consumption certainly needs to be
approached from a number of different perspectives.
Lyon's study, however, does give us some
food for thought (pun intended). What exactly
are we consuming? How do we get that food?
How do we treat our fellow creatures? Was our
food once capable of intelligent thought? Does
any of this even matter?
Some may say that Lyon's study doesn't
prove anything. One might hypothesize that the
coot doesn't really count eggs, but rather disregards \'\'hat it thinks are foreign objects in its
nest; then its body simply lays its standard, preprogrammed number of eggs. That's a fair claim,
and more research should be done.
The study does remind us that all life strives
· for something. While the philosopher Descartes
and many others have left us with a legacy and
a lens that encourages us to see a mechanized
world, the years pass and we continue to question and challenge that assumption. Can the
coot change our perception of the world? That
remains to be seen.
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The Profits bring their noise close to home
An interview
Jacob Eggener
T!IE POINTER
JFGGE54 l@UWSP.EDU

In case you were living under a rock, last week
Madison area band The Profits
were in town, playing three
shows in dorm basements and
another outside of Old Main
on Friday Oct. 7. Their latest
CD, Far From You and Your
Everyday Noise was released
re2ently, and the Prbfits are
currently on a mini-tour of the
Midwest.
I had the opportunity to
conduct an interview with JP
Roney and Mike Drohomyreky
of the band, and they had some
interesting things to say about
the band and themselves.
When asked about their
musical influences, Roney
replied with the names Patti
Mitchell, John Mayer, and
Coldplay. Drohomyreky cites
Jack Johnson's first album,
Brushfire Fairytales, Dashboard

Confessional, and Modest
Mouse as his biggest musical influences. Drohomyreky
went on to say he listens to
"an eclectic mix of music,"
and this contributes to his varied songwriting.
While poking around on
the Profits' Web site (www.
theprofitsband.com) I noticed
that Objectivis1n, Ayn Rand's
philosophy, was mentioned
several times, and I asked
Roney about this and if it had
influence on his lyrics. He
replied by saying he likes to
"keep music far away from
politics," and that he looks at
the band in a different way
than he does philosophy.
The Profits have three
songs,
"High
Horse,"
"Jailbait," and "Sex at Six"
featured on EA Sports' NCAA
Football 2006. This was a
result of a lucky coincidence
according to Roney. The band
was playing outside of Camp
Randall stadium in Madison
at the same time a film crew

was gathering footage for the
video game. The producer
saw the crowd's reaction to
the Profits and asked them to
contribute songs to the production.
I asked Roney and
Drohomyreky about the future
of the Profits, and they offered
an optimistic view. Roney
said the Profits are entering a
stage of "playing a lot
of shows," and being
approached by national
acts.
Drohomyreky, in a
similar vein, spoke of
a national tour in the
future, after the Profits'
successful tours of the
Midwest. He also mentioned getting their CD
out to a larger public
and a desire to sell more
copies.
Roney offered the
following for up and
coming artists who are
looking to make it in the
music scene: "Emulate

someone, but do [what they
do] faster and better and set a
clear path and a goal."
Drohomyreky
added,
"Know what you want out
of [a band]. Have a common
goal, [and] put your time in."
So there you have it. The
Profits have worked their
way up from playing small
Madison shows to releasing

S ereniry in the aisles
A "space western" with great character
Joy Ratchman
ARTS AND REVIEW REPORTER

Joss Whedon's Serenity is a very
"shiny" movie. That said, you won't
understand the full depth of the movie
unless you've seen the Fox television
series "Firefly." I myself am a newer
fan to the series, but after a few friends
of mine talked me into watching the
pilot episode at the end of last semester, I was hooked. I loved Serenity. My
sci-fi-loving sister, who hasn't watched
"Firefly" yet, found the movie exciting
but a bit confusing. Because Serenity is
completely character-driven, you have
to understand who the characters are
and where they come from to appreciate the full scope of the movie.
The basic premise is that Earth
was used up. Whedon never tells us
how, but he doesn't really need to. The
world's setup implies a war of some
sort, where the two superpowers of
the United States and China survived.
Together, they formed the Anglo-Sino
Alliance (The Alliance for short), and
decided to regulate Space for the good
of everyone. The remaining portion
of humanity exists in a mishmash of
these two cultures, trying to eke out
an existence in the vast frontier that is
Space.
Whedon undertakes an incredibly
complex task by attempting to introduce us to a full cast of nine main
characters in the course of a two-hour
movie. Over the course of the "Firefly"
series, he was able to single each character out and spotlight his or her main
characteristics. We learn that Malcom
Reynolds (Mal), the captain of the
ship, and his first mate Zoe, fought
in a war for independence against
the Alliance for the independence of
the outer planets in the system. Mal
and Zoe were some of the last to surrender. Zoe's husband, Wash, is the
pilot of the ship. He's an easygoing,
lovable sort of character who wears

tacky Hawaiian shirts and is prone to
playing with plastic dinosaurs in his
free time. Zoe is fiercely loyal to both
of them, a situation which creates a
bit of tension when the two men are
at odds with one another. The others
are Kaylee, a down-to-earth, upbeat
young woman with a talent for keeping engines running smoothly, and
Jayne the mercenary, who only thinks
of himself and how much he'll get
paid. In order to make a bit of extra
cash, the crew picks up Simon Tarn, a

them. You should probably also know
that Simon Tam and Kaylee have feelings for one another that, throughout
"Firefly," were hampered by Simon's
tendency to lodge his foot deeply in
his mouth. That's where the appeal of
the movie lies. The scenario is fantastic, yes, but it is far more believable
than, say, George Lucas's Star Wars,
because the characters behave like real
people.
Whedon' s dialogue is excellent
and showcases the interplay between
his characters. They really are a lovable cast, as anyone who has spent
any amount of time with them will tell
you. On one level, the movie is a great
sci-fi action film with excellent special effects, believable characters and
a dose of humor thrown in for good
measure. On another, it is interesting
to go through and pick out all of the
little tidbits that make this futuristic
scenario seem like a logical extrapolation of modem times. This is especially
evident in all of the little pieces of
modern culture that Joss throws in as
evidence of the "past." Mal quotes, of
all things, Coleridge's "Rime of the
The cast of Serenity
Ancient Mariner," a poem that we've
doctor on the run from the Alliance, all had to read at some point in English
and his younger sister, River, a genius· class. Shepherd Book is a remnant of
on w horn the government has been Christianity. Another minor character
derives his name from a T.S. Eliot
performing experiments.
The movie focuses on the balance poem. The blend of cultures, frontier,
between Mal's need to take care of his and space is seamless, and it makes
community (the crew) and the prob- . sense. If space is, indeed, "the final
lems that result from having interga- frontier," then it makes sense for a
lactic fugitives (Simon and River) on frontier culture to be born in the midst
board. Along the way, they receive of it, not just among the scientists and
help from two. old friends who have great names of the future, but among
left the ship. Shepherd Book appears the ordinary people for whom it is a
to be a preacher, but he has some sort reality.
I've only scratched the surface of
of past with the Alliance that is one
of the series' (and the movie's) big what makes SerenihJ a great movie. My
secrets, and Inara, .a Companion (think advice: Go see it. Then go out and buy,
"escort") who serves as bait. Between borrow, or otherwise get your hands
Mal and Inara there are obvious feel- on a copy of "Firefly." I can guarantee
ings on both sides, but neither has, at that Serenity will leave you hungry for
this point, figured out how to deal with more.

quality albums and opening
for the Violent Femmes and
Blessid Union of Souls. If there
is something to be gained from
the story of the Profits, it is that
with enough hard work and
perseverance (and a few lucky
breaks) it is possible for a local
band to build themselves up
to national recognition.

Through the guidance
of his sister, Joel had to
Encounters, Continued from page 15

find a way to make his partner Arliss,
portrayed by Jacob Janssen, and
his mother, portrayed by Elizabeth
Dimon, learn to understand each
other and for his mother to accept
the love that Arliss and Joel shared.
Until Rachel and Joel could move on
they both had to make their loved
ones hear them. Rachel knew nothing
but darkness, until finally she made
her mother see the love that she had
for her mother. Joel was also able to
finally connect with Arliss and speak
through him to his mother, connecting
.the two of them. The piece was powerful and real, and audience members
were moved to tears.
From the DMV to moving into the
afterlife, "Brief Encounters" proved
itself to be the perfect show to introduce audiences to the new studio
theatre in the Noel Fine Arts Center.
Its variety and color filled the theatre
with life, love, hardship, laughter, wit
and charm. It sensationally succeeded
in feeding a variety of interests.

http://www.uwsp.edu/stuorg/ pointer
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The Adventure ofK.A.S.
"Missed class!" By Roger Vang

His fac11de is as thick~ his
game, :u:id hi$ game is
his life.

That's the way
It is with peoplt
likehi.m.

Above that, I don 'l trust preppy,
arrogant, scmi-ilttraetive Wlll\lUlbc
jock$. All ibe cute Qlles are
idiots, anyway.

In Al's case, he's an idiot who
happens to be good enough at
what he does to make a buck.
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\~Gentle love,=
draw forth thy wounding dart! .
rn,ou canst not pierce her heart ..
~~for that Ito approve!~ ,
-~.. . .
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I can-;t do it, Jill.
This song sends rre
on such a guilt trip,

r

.

/\ndre at a misic festival.
· . but Dennis w as
boyfriend Denn15 •
d
d
I ha a
.
' ith the chess club an
too m,.ch in love w :.k "'° \was lonely.
n· 1ove w"" 11 .., .

\ rret this guy·

'°

nol enoug
thing about Andre that was
There was µst sorre t rre After the fest\\/al
right that rrede sense o .
"'t
'
wetalked onUne aIV •
was o'let!
He gave rre his
Iguess Isort of fefl nlove He wa:~nior picture.
wnh hm.But he lived three 'f!.''I_JJen~:re for~
A d hours away.
/
----- s -~ asn't.

.

I know I led him on, and he probab~ gave
up on the hope of ever being with rre. But...
You still 1
love

n hewas .
to CO/ieg
90/f1g off
e even further
away.
J
So Ifirted wnh him ike /
crazy, but Inever gave in /
to rry feeli11gs.

And then he
disappeared.

..
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campus specials are back!!
Large one-topping pizza: $6.99
Monday_- Wednesday:
Get 2 medium, 1-topping pizzas for $10
Hours:
10am - Midnight
Sunday through Thursday

10am - 3am
Friday and Saturday

Located at 108 Division Street
.

344-7000
...

Classifieds

http://www.uwsp.edu/ stuorg/pointer

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

Newer Sandhill Apartments
3-4 bedrooms for
groups of 3-5.
Two bathrooms, All appliances.
Washer and dryer included!
On Bus Route.
Very reasonable rates!
715-340-9858 (Bryan)

Homes near campus
Available NOW!!
Reasonable Rent.
Call 343-1798 for more info.

Houses for rent for the 20062007 school year.
Close to campus, on-site laundry.
Own room & parking available.
Call Brian @ 498-9933

ANCHOR APARTMENTS
l Block to campus
l -5 bedrooms
Newer and remodeled units.
Heat and water included.
Internet in some units.
Assigned parking spaces.
Professional management.
Now Leasing 2005-2006.
Immediate 3 Bd. Open!
Call 341-4455

Now Renting
For the 2006-2007 School Year
Rent from $1335-$1410
per person per semester.
Single Bedrooms (no more
cramped dorm style living)
Large kitchens, Living rooms
and onsite laundry facilities.
Ample parking that_'s
free for·ALL vehicles.
Large detached storage units
(indoor bike parking)
No Snow Shoveling - We do all
snow removal.
Call or E-mail today
with any questions.
Garbe Leasing LLC
715-341-1175
garbe Ieasing@charter.net
Get the RESPECT you
DESERVE in your new home.

Housing 2006-2007
The Old Train Station
4 Bedrooms / 4 People
We Pay
Heat- Water
High Speed Internet
80 Channel Cable Tv
A No Party Home.
$1595/person/semester
Nice homes for nice people.
Call 343-8222
www.sommer-rentals.com

2006-2007
Nice Housing, across street
from Old Main.
Deadbolt locks;
VERY energy efficient;
Broadband cable ready.
All bedrooms remodeled.
341-2865 or
dbkurtenbach@charter.net

Seriously!
Place an ad.
Sell something!
Buy something!
Wish a happy birthday!
Contact The
Pointer Advertising
Department Now!

'Franklin Arms'
One-bedroom furnished apt.
4 blocks from YMCA
and University.
$455/month
Includes heat, water,
garage w/ remote, individual
basement storage, laundry.
12 month lease.
A nice place to live.
344-2899

2006-2007 Housing
2222,2224 & 2226 College Ave.
Apartments for 4
Furnished, laundry, parking.
Next to Nelson Hall.
View at:
http://webpages.charter.net
/korgerapartments.
Call 345-2887.
University Lake Apartments
2006/2007
3 Bedroom Apartments
For groups of 3-5 .
I+ Bath., appliances, A/C
Extra Storage, On-site laundry
On-site maintenance,
Responsive managers.
Starting at $690.00/month
340-9858 (Brian)
Sonstra Apartments
Yearly or school-year
leases available.
l bedroom + loft
Some summer units available.
340-7047

VERY NICE
Student Rentals for 2-6 people
for 2006-2007 school year.
Located @ 1625,
1635 and 2266 College Ave.
Call 715-341-7455 or
715-448-2768

For Rent
Apartment - 2 Bedroom
Nice lower unit in duplex.
Three blocks from campus.
Heat and water included.
$600 per month
This is a nice place!
344-5993, Days.
Quality Housing
For I-7 students.
Near campus for 2006-2007
Call 344-8119
Or E-mail: voelz@coredcs.com

2 bedroom located
at 1625 A College Ave.
and a 5 bedroom
at 1635 College Ave.
Now Renting for 2006-2007
Call 715-498-2768
or 341-7455
1616 Main St.
Large 7 bedroom
2 bath, 2 kitchen
For 2006-2007 school year
Call 341-0289

Available Now!
Large I bedroom apartment
2 blocks from campus
Parking, laundry, clean, quiet
$365/month
Call 341-0412
Available Jan. l
Large, l bedroom apartment
$365/month
Call 341-0412
2006-2007
3-5 bedroom houses
Lots of updates.
Leases starting at
$1095/semester
Call 341-0412
3 Bedroom Apartment
$950 per person/semester
W/D, AIC, gas and
electric included.
3 Bedroom Apartment
$700.00 per person/semester
W/D
Call 715-344-8703
VERY NICE
Student Rentals
for 2006-2007 school year.
Located at 1625, 1635
and 2266 College Ave.
Call 715-341-7455
or 715-498-2768
-----Off-Campus Housing List
offcampushousing.info
Select by:
-Owner
-Street
-Number of occupants
Hundreds of listings

Your classified
ad could have
appeared here!
Get exposure
for
whatever it is
you're
looking to buy
or sell.
Great Rates!
Contact The
Pointer
Advertising
Dep 't. today!

Watch STY 10!
Your television
home for all
things Pointer.
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Kristin.'s from pg. 7

The restaurant seating
was comfortable, but could
Crossroads Mental Health
Services has entiy level, partbecome a bit congested when
time 2nd and 3rd shift openings
completely filled . Seating
options include tables, a few .
available within our residential
booths and a bar, which circles
treatment facility.
This opportunity allows individ- into the restaurant area.
uals to support and work closely
Passerby student Nick
with adults diagnosed with
Heitman said he enjoyed his
experience there and unsurely
various mental health issues.
chuckled his only complaint
This position includes alternate
weekend scheduling and offers a as, "the bathrooms leave
something to be desired."
startng wage of $8.50 per hour.
For application materials,
Kristin's has had two preplease contact Jackie Geehen
vious locations, most recently
@ (715) 344-4030 between the
in Whiting and also in Park
Ridge. This is now Mertes'
hours of 8a.m. - 4:30p.m. M-F.
· eighth year in the business
EOE.
and she wants everyone to
know that it's a place "where
Maurices is looking for a
you can come in and just
dynamic, energetic person to
socialize."
become part of our fashion team.
We are seeking individuals who
are interested in the key career
Sandhill, Continued from 1-f pg
opportunity of:
protecting the group from the
*Full-time Asst. Manager*
chill of the night.
*Part-time Sales Associate*
All in all, the trip was
All positions require customer
successful and educational.
service experience and involve
day, evening and weekend hours. Miess would like to personally thank Katie, Amanda,
Management candidates must
Colleen, Angel and Felicia for
have previous retail experience
making this trip successful
and the ability to create sales
and looks forward to meetand motivate sales associates.
ing more outdoor enthusiasts
Maurices offers you
like them on future trips from
comprehensive training,
Outdoor EdVentures!
a competitive wage,
great associate discount
and the opportunity to join
a progressive, growing company
with a proven record of
promotion from within.
Apply in person at:
Maurices
1784 Plover Rd.
Plover, WI

·

TRAVEL

Bahamas Spring Break Cruise!
5 days from $299
Includes meals, MTV celebrity parties! Cancun, Aculpoco,
Jamaica from $499!
Campus Reps needed!
Promo Code: 3 I
www.springbreaktravel.com
l-800-678-6386

Spring Break 2006
Travel with STS America's #1 student tour
operator to Jamaica, Cancun,
Aculpoco, Bahamas & Florida.
Now hiring on-campus reps.
Call for group discounts.
Information/Reservations
1-800-648-4849
or www.ststravel.com

SPRING BREAK/MEXICO
From $549.
Be a rep and earn a trip.
(800)366-4 786
(952)893-9679

Your classified ad could've
appeared here!!
Get exposure for whatever it is
you're trying to buy or sell.
Great rates!
Contact The Pointer
Advertising Department today!

Hope
e~eryone

is having
a sw-ell
setnester!

Ed.
,·.
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pperstix™

Any Large 2-Topping Pizza and Any Single Order of Topperstix™
Add 12.Wings ONLY $1.99
249 Division St.• Stevens Point

We offer group discounts and
cate~ parties of any size!
Call for information or a brochure.

I
I
I

Large Pepperoni or Any
1-Topping Large Pizza
Add 12 Wings ONLY $7.99

•

Any Large 2-Topping Pizza
and Triple Order of Topperstix™
Add 12 Wings ONLY $7.99

Offer expores 01129/06. No coupon necessary. Just ask. One discount per order.

Offer expires 01/29106. No coupon necessary. Just ask. One discount per order.

;

•

;
:
I

Offer expores 01/29106. No coupon necessary. Just ask. One discount per order.

2 ILarig,e)Pizzasi8t Topperisti><'.''.I i 2:Oven]Toasted!Gri'nders:&:Toppetstix:.. OueZladiUafI&~Topp·erstix.'
I
$24.99
$9.99
1
$12.99
I
1

1

Any Large Gourmet or Any Build Your
Own Pizza, Any Large 2-Topping &
Any Single Order of Topperstix™
· Add 12 Wings ONLY $7.99
•

...
I

•

I
t
I
I

Any 2-6" Grinders and Any
s·mg Ie order of liopperst·1xrM
Add 12 W1ngs ONLY $7.99

•
'

I''

1

,

I

I
t
I
I

Any QueZZadilla and Any
s,·ngle Order of liopperst,·x™
Add 12 Wings ONLY $7.99

•

I1'

1

I
I
I
1
•

I
t
I
I

~-----------------------------•-----------------------------A-----------------------------J
Offer expires 01129106. No coupon necessary. Just ask. One discount per order.

Offer expires 01129/06. No coupon necessary. Just ask. One discount per order.

Offer expores 01/29/06 No coupon necessary Just ask. One discount per order

